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RFP 11-001-BR06

Compass Blueprint Demonstration Project ă Alessandro Boulevard
Corridor Implementation Project

Gruen Associates, a local architectural, planning, and urban design firm, has extensive experience in transit-oriented
development projects, specific plans, redevelopment plans, streetscape design and construction drawings, conceptual and
strategic plans, developing mixed use zoning codes, community outreach and consensus building. Gruen Associates land
use planning and architecture addresses sustainability and green building design.
Gruen Associates has successfully worked with SCAG on the Compass Blueprint Implementation Projects, and has
numerous award-winning projects that integrate land use and transportation. Our unparalleled experience in land use and
transportation planning, architecture, landscape architecture and urban design coupled with our team of experts in the field
of traffic planning/engineering will assist the City of Moreno Valley in developing a vision that considers all elements of a
vibrant and sustainable mixed-use development.
Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Associate Partner, will be the contact person for all questions or additional information
required – tel 323-937-4270, fax 323-937-6001 or carbrey@gruenassociates.com. Gruen Associates is located at 6330
San Vicente Boulevard, Suite 200, Los Angeles, CA 90048.

Authorized to Commit the Firm to this Project,

Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP
Partner
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TECHNICAL APPROACH
Discussion of Project Objectives, Concerns, and Key Issues
Scheduled to operate by 2011, the proposed Perris Line, a 24-mile Metrolink extension of the existing Route 91 commuter
line between Los Angeles and Downtown Riverside will bring a new vitality to Moreno Valley, as the planned Moreno Valley
March Field Station at the southwest quadrant of Alessandro Boulevard will greatly enhance regional accessibility. The new
station will anchor, redefine and reinforce the boulevard’s importance as a local and regional linkage. It is anticipated that
a transit route will connect the Metrolink Station to the Riverside County Regional Medical Center (RCRMC) located at the
eastern end of the corridor, adding a new array of opportunities for the development of mixed-use districts around transit
stations. An initial effort in that direction is the recent Compass Blueprint study which organizes the corridor into nodes
designed to propose synergy along Alessandro Boulevard. Today, Alessandro Boulevard is a four-to-six lane arterial with a
landscaped median that not only serves as a commercial and industrial corridor but it is also the site of important civic uses
such as the City Hall and Recreation Center. The corridor also has single-family residential uses and large expanses of
undeveloped land.
A revitalized Alessandro Boulevard corridor will signify a major accomplishment towards the fulfillment of the Moreno Valley
Vision Plan that calls for “a thriving multi-modal boulevard that connects neighborhoods and employment centers with regional,
community, and neighborhood-serving retail and service spaced along the corridor in activity nodes.” Gruen Associates’
extensive experience in mixed-use developments and especially compact walkable developments focused around major
transportation corridor and transit projects will aid in defining mixed-use overlay district for the Alessandro Boulevard
Corridor that are strongly anchored on the idea of balanced growth and sustainability. Our goals and objectives for the
project encompass looking at the corridor from two complementary perspectives:
1. Private Realm - Mixed-Use Overlay District, Rezoning and General Plan Amendments
• Create an Overlay District for the Alessandro Boulevard Corridor to identify areas suited for Mixed Use Zones (MUD1
and MUD2). This will help diversify retail-commercial profile to activate street edges and create a vibrant “destination
place.” The urban design strategies will encourage the development of a viable mix of transit-supportive and
pedestrian-sensitive entertainment, retail, office, and residential uses while protecting significant environmental and
cultural features of the area.
• Rezone the site identified in the proposal along Alessandro Boulevard to Residential 30 (R30)
• Amend the General Plan to include the new standards and identify next steps for guiding future implementation along
the Corridor.
2. Public Realm - Cross-Sections for Alessandro Boulevard and specialized street section standards for identified nodes
• Prepare cross-sections for Alessandro Boulevard right-of-way as a major arterial with multiple functions from the
standpoint of circulation, potential transit route, and making it a safe and comfortable corridor for other modes of
travel such as pedestrians and bicyclists. Gruen team will also identify locations along the Alessandro Boulevard
Corridor suited for specialized street section standards such as intersection treatment, street furniture concepts, paving
concepts, public signage and banners for wayfinding, and /or gateway/entry treatment.
• Create a prototype design for covered bus stops. Currently, the bus shelters along the corridor lack identity and basic
comfort found in other communities.
Key issues identified and the guiding principles established by the previous study will structure the development of Overlay
District and help identify areas suited for the Overlay District along the corridor. Some of the issues that need to be
addressed as part of this project are listed below:
• Mostly automobile-oriented uses exist along Alessandro Boulevard. The development pattern along the Corridor
generally consists of strip commercial with large expanses of parking lots located adjacent to sidewalks.
• There is limited vehicular and pedestrian connectivity between the neighborhoods and adjoining developments
along the Corridor. Transit stops are not fully integrated with other transportation modes especially pedestrian.
• Bicycle access, wide sidewalks, trees and landscaping, transit, bus stops, street furniture, and vehicular traffic all
compete for the limited right-of-way
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The airport patterns near the train station restrict certain land uses.
The existing drainage swales need to be maintained while providing connections to the building entrances from the
street.
The Overlay District to apply Mixed-Use zones has to be consistent with the Vision Plan.

Gruen Associates understands that projects can be most successful when an integrated and collaborative process is
established at the beginning of the engagement, working with the City, stakeholders, businesses and other stakeholders,
and SCAG. Our long term experience in projects that integrate land use and transportation will aid in defining alternative
scenarios that will be discussed with stakeholders in order to produce a preferred plan. The Overlay District will encourage
innovative, neotraditional mixed-use development, reduce sprawl and segregation of land use and encourage more
efficient use of land and public services by promoting a compact settlement pattern. It will promote the creation of urban
places which are oriented to pedestrians, thereby promoting citizen security and social interaction and reinforce physical,
visual, and spatial features through the consistent use of urban design standards. It will discourage the development of
businesses that contribute to traffic congestion and/or disrupt the pedestrian environment, such as drive-in and drivethrough businesses, automobile service stations, and new and used vehicles sales or service establishments. The resulting
product will be compiled in a final Overlay District Report and PowerPoint to be presented to the City officials.

Scope of Work and Process
Task 1 Orientation for Private and Public Realms
Gruen will facilitate a “kick-off” meeting with the City of Moreno Valley and other stakeholders invited by the City, and the
Gruen Project team to:
• Re-confirm the goals and objectives of the requested planning services.
• Fine-tune the draft schedule and work plan.
• Develop an initial list of key stakeholders.
• Obtain background information, reports from the City and identify required surveys and maps, relevant data, reports
etc, including but not limited to CAD and GIS data (parcel maps, land ownership, land use, environmental
constraints), aerial photos, and other relevant data.
• Discuss with City staff the process for General Plan amendments and zone change.
• Discuss key issues relevant to the street cross-sections, transit, bicycle, and other uses.
DELIVERABLES: Meeting minutes, draft schedule, and key stakeholders list
Task 2 Evaluation of Existing Conditions for Private and Public Realms
The Gruen team will:
• Prepare base map of the study area using available CAD and/or GIS mapping, aerial photos, and maps provided by
the City. The base map will show (when readily available from the City) information such as Alessandro Boulevard
right-of-way, existing land uses, vacant sites, redevelopment areas, parcel lines, major trees, transit stops, and other
features.
• The team will conduct a field reconnaissance of the study area and verify physical and operational features of the
area, and allow for a “Complete Streets” level of analyses. A general inventory of transportation features will be
collected. Items that will be important during the field review process will be to observe and document street
operating conditions, especially vehicular, transit, pedestrian, and bicycle activity. The team will review Vision Plan
document and other pertinent studies, as provided by SCAG and City staffs. The team will also request data files
related to the City’s subregional activity-based traffic analysis model. The team will have the ability to work with both
the City’s TRANSIMS and the County’s RIVTAM models and output files, as needed.
• Visit and photograph site to further identify location and characteristics of existing land uses, vacant areas and
potential connections to other areas. We will take photographs and notes that will be used throughout the process to
describe the area in reports and presentations to stakeholders and decision makers. We place a high priority on
understanding the intricacies of the study area. Concurrent with the documentation of existing features we will have
an ongoing dialogue between team members and City staff in which ideas, concepts, and specific opportunities and
constraints will be identified, discussed, and analyzed. The field notes, photos, and sketches developed at this time
will be used extensively throughout the course of the project.
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Review General Plan uses within the nodes established by the Vision Plan prepared earlier.
Conduct a one-day interview session of key stakeholders selected and invited by the City to gather their input.

•
•

DELIVERABLES: Base Map, mapping of key businesses, photographic survey, summary of interviews
Task 3 Private Realm
3a) Mixed Use Overlay District
The recently adopted Mixed Use Development Districts 1 and 2 will help promote the development of pedestrian oriented
mixed-use districts in which a variety of complementary retail, commercial, office, civic, and residential uses will be
permitted. To address critical land use issues our primary focus will be to create an Overlay District by:
Identifying opportunity sites for an overlay district. A few key factors that will be considered are listed below:
Large vacant parcels - offer opportunities for the development of job-generating mixed-use districts that will include
uses ranging from sustainable manufacturing, office parks, family-entertainment centers, specialty retail, boutique
resorts, higher density housing etc.
- Underutilized parcels - have the potential for infill development that can significantly change the character of the study
area.
- Contiguous parcels under same ownership - have the potential for catalytic development.
- Proximity to transit stops and/or various civic or public uses.
• Establishing the boundary of the Overlay District and location of each zone in coordination with the City staff.
• Creating urban design strategies related to: landscaping; building façade articulation; lighting; convertibility;
development orientation; transit and pedestrian amenities; parking signage; and screening or equipment. Good
urban design contributes to an improved civic and natural environment, enhance quality of life, sustain economic
development and maintain a community’s unique identity and above all help intensity land uses.
• Preparing an illustrative concept showing development prospects for selected opportunity sites that are based not only
on the aspirations of the City representatives and officials, but also a realistic assessment of what is possible within
the marketplace based on the economic analysis included in the previous study, and is in line with community
expectations. Input from key stakeholders whose decisions bring about new development will help to determine what
kinds of growth opportunities are there within the influence area of the corridor and how they can be realized.
• Identifying one opportunity site within the Overlay District to illustrate how urban design standards related to
orientation, connectivity, parking, landscape, exterior lighting, signage, screening, stormwater management, and
building design can help change the character of a neighborhood. Gruen Associates will develop three-dimensional
drawings for this opportunity site. Gruen will utilize a mixture of Sketch-up, Photoshop, and hand sketches to prepare
these drawings.
•

-

DELIVERABLES: An illustrative concept illustrating a mix of vibrant uses and new infill development opportunities within the
Overlay District, urban design strategies, and 3D drawings for one opportunity site illustrating urban design standards.
3b) Rezoning to Residential (R30) along Alessandro Boulevard
As per the General Plan the primary purpose of the R30 district is to provide a broadened range of housing types in an
urban setting than is typically found within other areas of the City. The Gruen team will assist the City staff in preparing the
application for rezoning of the identified site within the Redevelopment Area. TAHA will prepare a comprehensive Initial
Study. The purpose of the Initial Study would be to identify any areas where a significant impact is anticipated and identify
feasible mitigation to reduce the impact to a less-than-significant level. If the Initial Study demonstrates that feasible
mitigation exists for all potential environmental impacts, the next step would be preparation of a Mitigated Negative
Declaration (not included in this scope). Alternatively, if significant impacts are identified that cannot be mitigated, an
Environmental Impact Report (included as a separate scope) would need to be prepared. The Initial Study will address all
16 environmental topic areas defined in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Checklist and provide a detailed
response to each checklist question, identifying the proposed project’s impacts for each of the topic areas. It is anticipated
that up to two cycles of review, comments, and revisions will occur prior to finalizing the Draft Initial Study. Upon City
approval, the Draft Initial Study will be submitted for distribution.
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A traffic study will be prepared for the rezoning effort. The trip making characteristics of the R30 zoning will be developed
and incorporated into the forecasting models to identify changes in trip making and patterns and the volumes of trips
projected for the various modes. The travel forecast data will be incorporated with current data to develop future corridor
volumes that will be incorporated in the corridor capacity analyses. The analyses will summarize conditions for each travel
mode and identify performance issues, system deficiencies, and mitigation strategies. Analysis outputs will be developed
identifying the future traffic volumes and levels of service. The appropriate LOS measures and significance metrics will also
to be identified during this process. Appropriate mitigation concepts will be identified that appropriately address both
system deficiencies and are consistent with the Vision Plan. The concepts will be designed to:
• Apply context-sensitive design considerations;
• Optimize pedestrian safety where pedestrian orientation is most relevant;
• Optimize vehicular and/or goods movement accessibility where necessary;
• Provide system flexibility to be able to accommodate fluctuating modal demands;
• Provide adaptability to accommodate changing future demand;
• Address functionality needs of local residents, businesses, and attractions.

DELIVERABLES: Initial study for the identified R30 area. Draft transportation technical report and final transportation
technical report summarizing the inputs and results of the previous tasks will be developed. Documentation suitable to
support preparation of the transportation section of the EIR effort will also be developed. Summary of capaCity analysis and
model results will also be provided.
3c) General Plan Amendments
Gruen will have already reviewed the City’s General Plan and zoning as background when it is not called out. For this task,
it is assumed that suggested changes to the General Plan map including draft policies to implement the Mixed-Use Overlay
District and Rezoning will be prepared by the Gruen team for City’s review. Gruen staff assigned to the project has
developed numerous urban design and specific plans for various cities and entitlement strategies for private developers to
implement our planning and architecture projects, as well as prepared environmental documents. We recently identified
General Plan amendments required for the two Transit-Oriented Developments in San Bernardino. We will bring this
expertise to the City.
DELIVERABLES: General plan amendments including draft policies to be included in the General Plan.
3d) Stakeholders/City Staff Meeting
The Gruen team will submit background information and Mixed-Use Overlay District concept and urban designs strategies,
initial study for the rezoning, and General Plan amendments to City staff for internal review.
DELIVERABLES: Meeting agenda, sign-up sheets, power point presentation, a maximum of three boards, and meeting
summary
Task 4 Public Realm
4a) A set of specialized street section standards for the Alessandro Boulevard Corridor and identified nodes
The Gruen team will utilize the mobility analysis, prepared as part of the previous study, and identify a set of specialized
street sections for Alessandro Boulevard to transform the Boulevard from a automobile-oriented street to a “Complete
Street” to enable safe access for all users i.e. pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, and public transportation users of all ages
and abilities to safely move along and across a complete street. Other streetscape improvements along Alessandro
Boulevard will be based on the analysis of the existing conditions, background information, and goals and objectives.
Streetscape improvements will include providing missing sidewalks, adding a parkway and shade trees next to the curb,
integrating existing bio-swales, providing better wayfinding and directional signage, public art, and additional street
furniture. Gruen will prepare a streetscape/landscape concept for a typical block(s) of Alessandro Boulevard. The Gruen
team will also identify nodes along Alessandro Boulevard for specialized street section standards such as intersection
treatment at certain locations to green the intersection and make a bold statement, or identify nodes for public art, paving
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concepts, street furniture concepts, public signage and banners for wayfinding, and/or gateway/entry treatment. We
recently worked with the City of Cathedral City to develop a “complete street” for Date Palm Drive.

DELIVERABLES: Street sections of Alessandro Boulevard and identified nodes streetscape improvements standards
4b) Prototype Covered Bus Stops Design along Alessandro Boulevard Corridor
Currently, bus stops along the Corridor do not have shelters or amenities to protect the passengers from the elements.
Gruen will provide a unified concept design for transit shelters along Alessandro Boulevard with adequate passenger
amenities and lighting. The bus shelters will be designed as an integral part of the land uses around it and will provide
linkages to these uses. The shelter design will provide a sense of place and a distinctive image while protecting the
passengers from sun, wind, and rain. Careful placement of bus stops with its transit amenities will help create a sense of
place along a streetscape while providing a comfortable safe space for waiting passengers and an attractive visual element
in the environment for those that pass by the station. If the City has a vendor for maintenance of the bus shelters through
advertising, Gruen will meet with this vendor. The new design will consider solar collectors and LED lights.
DELIVERABLES: Bus shelter design
4c) General plan Amendments
For this task, it is assumed that suggested changes to the Alessandro Boulevard street section and other changes will be
outlined to be incorporated in the General Plan.
DELIVERABLES: General plan amendments to be included in the General Plan.
4d) Stakeholders/City Staff Meeting
The Gruen team will submit background information and street section for Alessandro Boulevard and other street sections
prepared for identified nodes to City staff for internal review at various stages of the process and will present these to the
stakeholders for input into selection of the preferred direction.
DELIVERABLES: Meeting agenda, sign-up sheets, power point presentation, a maximum of three boards of alternative
scenarios, and meeting summary
Task 5 Overlay District Report and Final Street Section Standards
Based on the comments from staff and the stakeholders, the Gruen team will provide the draft Overlay District Report
including urban design strategies and draft preferred street section standards to City staff for review. One set of revisions
will be made to the Overlay District report and the street section standards.
DELIVERABLES: Final street section standards
Task 6 Final Presentations
The Gruen team will assist the City staff in presenting the Plan to City’s Planning Commission and City Council (maximum
of two meetings)
DELIVERABLES: PowerPoint presentation, meeting agenda, sign-up sheets, comment forms, and meeting summary

Difficulties Expected or Anticipated and Solutions
The traffic analysis for the street section standards will be developed from the previous work conducted during the
development of the Vision Plan and on other analyses for the area. The Gruen team will rely on the City to provide copies
of the previous traffic analyses along with traffic volume data and analysis worksheets and files, where available.
The Rezoning traffic study will include field reconnaissance of the project area, but will not include the collection of new
traffic data unless it is identified through the analysis process, and agreed to by the participants, that there are significant
gaps in the data necessary to complete the work.
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Statement which the Proposal Meets and Exceeds the Stated Objectives of the RFP
The proposal addresses all scope of work tasks and meets the proposed time frame. Gruen staff assigned to the project has
worked on numerous land use, transportation, streetscape, and urban design projects for various cities. We will bring this
expertise to the City. We are very pragmatic and detailed-oriented. For many of our land use, transportation and
streetscape projects Gruen has been involved right from the conceptual to final construction phase of the project giving us
the knowledge to design projects which are based on a realistic assessment of what is possible within the marketplace while
respecting community’s expectations.

Schedule
Based on the RFP time frame and the scope of services, the following schedule is proposed. Key milestones in the process
coincide with the City staff/stakeholder meetings.
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EXPERIENCE OF PRIME CONSULTANT
Gruen Associates multidisciplinary staff is directed by five partners with diverse and complementary backgrounds. Because Gruen
Associates has 64 years of diversified experience in the successful execution of award-winning mixed-use, transit, governmental,
institutional, commercial, planning and architectural projects, and our special expertise in land use-transit connection and transitoriented development in Southern California, we are uniquely qualified to undertake this assignment for SCAG.
The firm’s strength in planning, architecture, and urban design
derives from the many outstanding regional, specific and downtown
plans, development feasibility studies, replanning of cities and
neighborhoods, transportation corridor planning, as well as master
planning of new communities, recreational and mixed-use
developments, college campuses, and marinas and harbors.
Architects, environmental specialists, transportation planners, urban
designers, and landscape architects play an important role in
integrating all components of each project to create a wellfunctioning, unified, and distinctive built environment.
Gruen Associates has extensive experience in presentations and
graphics. Specialized graphics (brochures, websites, presentation
boards, photography, PowerPoint) are performed by our graphic
designers. GIS mapping and analysis and performed by our
planning staff, and 3D illustrations are prepared by both our
architecture and planning staff.

Gruen Associates is uniquely qualified for this
assignment:


Local firm with extensive experience in
community planning, transportation, transit,
urban design, sustainability, landscape
architecture, architecture, and environmental
projects in Southern California



Seasoned Project Manager with many recent
award winning urban design and planning
projects



Successful working relationship as a prime with
SCAG on Compass Blueprint Implementation
Projects



Extensive experience in TOD’s and mixed-use
developments and streetscapes

 Both public agency and private sector planning
Gruen Associates is deeply committed to meaningful consensus
and design including extensive work for cities
building between identified stakeholders as an integral part of its
public projects. We strive to blend function and efficiency with
 Pragmatic and creative multidisciplinary
approach results in successful built projects
distinctive architectural forms, spaces and amenities designed to
respond to the client's needs and the building's users. Our projects
not only meet functional and budgetary requirements, but also
represent timeless architectural design in a contextual setting. The firm provides personal service, while taking advantage of the
wide range of expertise and technical capability of a large organization. The firm's philosophy is that a client well served is the
best marketing strategy. The highest possible quality of our services is our primary concern and emphasis. Our commitment to
and track record of on-time and on-budget performance is the key to the firm’s successes.
Gruen Associates’ design awards for transit/transportation/urban design/transit-oriented development projects and associated
facilities include:






SANBAG Transportation - Land Use Integration Project received a 2009 Comprehensive Planning Award, Large Jurisdiction,
American Planning Association - Inland Empire Section and a 2009 Compass Blueprint Excellence Award in Mobility from the
Southern California Association of Governments;
Highway 99/Indio Boulevard Study received a 2010 Focused Issue – Planning Award, American Planning Association - Inland
Empire Section;
Redlands Passenger Rail Station Area Plans for SANBAG which received a 2007 California State American Planning Award
and a 2007 Focused Issue Award from the American Planning Association, Inland Empire Section;
E Street Transit Corridor Regionally Significant Transportation Investment Study for SCAG which received the 2006 Advocacy
Planning Award from the American Planning Association, Inland Empire Section;
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San Fernando Valley East-West Transit Corridor MIS for MTA which won both the 2000 Focused Issue Planning APA Award,
Los Angeles Section, the 2003 Rail-Trail Design Recognition Award, Rails-to-Trails Conservancy and ASLA and the 2007
American Institute of Architects Transportation Award;
Downtown Monterey Park Mixed-use and Pedestrian Linkages Plan and Zoning ordinance which won a 2006 Special Award
of Merit from the American Planning Association, Los Angeles Section;
The Mixed-Use Strategic Implementation Plan for the City of La Mesa which won the 2004 Planning Implementation, Small
Jurisdiction APA Award, San Diego Section;
Orange County Bus Rapid Transit Station Plan which won the 2003 Outstanding Planning - Focused Issue Planning APA
Award, Orange County Section;
Grossmont Transit-Oriented Development Feasibility Study in La Mesa, California. which won the 2001 Focused Issue
Outstanding Planning – Planning Implementation APA Award, San Diego Section;
Glendale Boulevard Corridor Study for MTA which won APA Comprehensive Planning and ASLA Urban Design awards;
Interstate 70 in Glenwood Canyon, Colorado which won the 2000 Presidential Design Award;
Westwood Specific Plan and Westwood Village Streetscape Plan which won a Planning Implementation – Large Jurisdiction
APA Award, Los Angeles Section; and
2007 Presidential Honoree Transportation Award for the Orange Line from the American Institute of Architects, Los Angeles
Chapter.

Gruen Associates is well known for our holistic approach to all of our projects. An integrated multidisciplinary approach is crucial
to generate successful results. We are uniquely qualified to deliver this integrated approach as our in house scopes of services
include:
Architecture & Interior Design
Master Planning
Feasibility Analysis
Conceptual Design
Schematic Design
Design Development
Construction Documents
Construction Administration
Project Management
Traffic & Transportation Planning
Transportation Corridor Planning
Transit Planning
Pedestrian and Bicycle Circulation

Community Planning & Urban Design
Transit-Oriented Developments
Specific Plans
Redevelopment Plans
Mixed-Use Developments
Strategic Planning
New Community Planning
Downtown Revitalization
Urban Design
Site Planning
Neighborhood Revitalization
Business Revitalization
Urban Growth Management
Implementation Plans
Community Participation

Landscape Architecture
Landscape Design
Streetscape Design
Construction Documents
Construction Administration
Environmental Planning
Environmental Impact Assessment
Environmental Impact Statements
(NEPA)
Section 4(f) Statements
Section 106 Evaluation
Environmental Impact Reports (CEQA)
Environmental Policy Guidelines
Community Participation

Gruen Associates’ relevant project experience is demonstrated on the pages to follow. Resumes of Gruen Associates’ key
personnel begin on page 32 of our proposal.
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“KEY TO DOWNTOWN” IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Lake Elsinore, Riverside County, California
In June 2009, the City of Lake Elsinore and the City of Lake
Elsinore Redevelopment Agency produced a Draft Downtown
Master Plan with the purpose of providing an innovative urban
design vision for the city’s historic downtown area that embraces
its historical past while providing a bold direction for its future
development. The “Key to Downtown” Implementation Plan
prepared by Gruen Associates with funds provided by the
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
Compass Blueprint Demonstration Project Program, provides
Standards and Guidelines for the Public and Private Realms that
are specific to the “Key to Downtown” area and follow,
complement, refine, and detail the standards and guidelines in
the Downtown Master Plan. A key feature of the plan is the
reconfiguring of Main Street that creates a circle as a gateway to
downtown. Besides streetscape concepts and development
guidelines for private properties in the Key to Downtown area,
alternative civic uses within the circle have been also addressed
in the Implementation Plan that also includes conceptual
architectural designs for a 25,000 SF public library.
Key Personnel Involved: Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP,
Partner-in-Charge; Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager/Urban Planner; Maria Rosario, RA, LEED AP, Urban
Designer; Meghna Khanna, Urban Planner.
Duration: 11/2009 – 6/2010
Client: City of Lake Elsinore, Matthew Harris, Senior Planner –
951.674.3124, ext. 279.
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SCAG COMPASS BLUEPRINT HIGHWAY 99/INDIO
BOULEVARD STUDY
City of Indio, California
Gruen Associates assisted the City of Indio in establishing a
shared vision for the development of vacant and underutilized
parcels along Indio Boulevard, in order to promote economic
growth and market absorption within the next 20 years when the
city is expected to double in size. The project established two
conceptual development scenarios informed by initial market
demands and absorption studies. A Preferred Scenario was
developed into further detail to incorporate guidelines and
standards aimed at creating and enhancing transportation
linkages and the corridor’s identity. This project received a 2010
Focused Issue - Planning Award, Inland Empire Section of the
American Planning Association, Inland Empire section.
Key Personnel Involved: Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP,
Partner-in-Charge; Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager/Urban Planner; Maria Rosario, RA, LEED AP, Urban
Designer; Sukriti Agarwal, Planner; Matthew Parrent, Planner.
Duration: 12/2008 – 6/2009
Reference: City of Indio, Joseph Lim, AICP, Planning Manager
– (760) 391-4120.
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MONTEREY PARK MIXED-USE AND PEDESTRIAN
LINKAGE PROJECT AND MIXED-USE ZONING
ORDINANCE
Monterey Park, California
To be able to better address existing concerns with regard to
higher densities in their downtown commercial corridors and to
enable city staff to envision the aesthetic and economic impacts
stemming from an enormous pressure from the development
community, the city decided to conduct a study investigating
potential development along two major commercial corridors.
Gruen Associates developed a Mixed-Use and Linkage Plan and
Mixed-Use Standards and Development Guidelines for
downtown Monterey Park, an area comprised of three
interconnected commercial corridors in this diverse suburb of Los
Angeles. The Plan and guidelines establish a vision for the
downtown area in which walking, cycling, and transit are
integrated with mixed-use development along the corridors to
create a livable community. Gruen Associates created various
prototype developments showing possible integration of a wide
mix of building types from residential live-work units, multi-family
projects, to major mixed-use developments. Pleased with the
success and the usefulness of the study Gruen was subsequently
retained to develop a graphic brochure summarizing the project
and a mixed-use zoning ordinance to implement this plan.
Various projects throughout downtown Monterey Park are
currently under development utilizing the results of this study.
The project received a 2006 American Planning Association
award, Los Angeles section.
Key Personnel Involved: Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP,
Partner-in-Charge; Elaine V. Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager
Duration: 2003 – 6/2005
Reference: City of Monterey Park, Brian Dowling,
Redevelopment Manager - (626) 307-1385.
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LA MESA MIXED-USE STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
City of La Mesa, California
Gruen Associates developed a mixed-use zoning implementation
plan. As a part of this plan, flexible and performance-based
development regulations and standards for mixed-use development
were developed and tailored to the City’s physical, economic and
social environment. In addition, design guidelines were developed
as well as prototype projects to test the standards and guidelines.
Gruen Associates developed an innovative approach to the task,
implementing the concurrent development of design guidelines and
prototype projects, constantly comparing the two against each other
to be able to fine tune regulations with the expectations of adjacent
users and governing officials. The first phase report summarizes
existing conditions analysis and includes physical conditions such as
existing land use, parcel configurations, streetscape and
infrastructure.
The report also includes analysis of existing
development regulations and policies from the City’s General Plan,
Zoning Code and Specific Plans, as well as stakeholder comments
and examples of mixed-use developments from other communities.
With the help of this report and the developed prototype mixed-use
development studies, the City of La Mesa was able to educate
business and property owners along the study corridor and generate
wide support for the implementation of a mixed-use zone. The
project received a 2004 Planning Implementation, Small
Jurisdiction APA Award, San Diego Section.
Key Personnel Involved: Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager, Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP, Partner-in-Charge.
Duration: 2002– 6/2003
Client: City of La Mesa, David E. Witt, Community Development
Director – (619) 463.6611.
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EASTT LOS ANGELES CIVIC CENTER URBA
AN DESIGN AND
A
EXISTTING FACILITTY RENOVAT
TION
Los Angeles
A
Coun
nty, California
Oncee a disjointed compound used primarily fo
or government and
law enforcement
e
pu
urposes, Grue
en Associates, in conjunction
n with
the Lo
os Angeles Co
ounty Public Works
W
Departm
ment and input from
the community
c
and
d artists, transsformed the 29-acre
2
site in
nto a
beautifully landsca
aped and uniffied park settting that is no
ow a
ommunity. The defining eleement
gatheering place for the entire co
of thee refurbished park-like com
mpound is thee new Civic Center
C
Plaza
a, which is no
ow centrally located and from
f
which a new
pedesstrian promen
nade continue
es towards thee east, conneecting
the existing
e
park and lake. New
N
and upg
graded sustain
nable
landsscaping and hardscape
h
along the promeenade, plaza, park,
buildings and surrounding stree
ets visually uniifies and enha
ances
oot high palm trees were ussed at
the new civic centeer. New 20-fo
e
portals to
o reinforce enttry into the sitee. Gruen landsscape
new entry
archittects further ad
dded their tale
ent and skills to
t the new chiildren
play areas, picnicc shelters, la
andscape at the amphitheeater,
ooms and at the
t nearby Me
etro Gold Line Extension Transit
restro
Statio
on.
Key Personnel Invvolved: Larrry Schlossberg
g, AIA, LEED
D AP,
Architect; Teresa Sanchez,
S
AIA, Project Manager; Steve Smith,
S
ASLA
A, Landscape Architect:
A
Date of Project: 3/2
2001 – 12/20
007
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BALLONA CREEK BIKE TRAIL
Los Angeles, California
Gruen Associates’ lead landscape architect, Steve Smith
provided design and project management services for the first
and second phases of the Ballona Creek Bike Path landscape
enhancements project. As an overall regional open space
beautification effort, the project includes new stone walls, and
drinking fountains, benches, artist designed entry gates and
California native plantings adjacent to the creek side path south
of Centinela Avenue. The bike trail has beautiful droughttolerant native plants and water-efficient irrigation tools to
create a location conducive to everything from a momentary
rest to conservation education. This garden has the potential to
re-introduce the community to the sights and fragrances that are
native to the Ballona Creek area. As part of the same program,
Gruen Associates prepared the construction documents for bike
path entries from Inglewood Boulevard and McConnell Avenue
in Los Angeles, and Sepulveda Boulevard in Culver City. Gruen
Associates provided Construction Administrative services on
these three entrances, which are completed.
Key Personnel Involved: Steve Smith, Landscape Architect
Duration: 2008 – 2010
Client: Ana Petrlic, Mountain Recreation and Conservation
Authority – 323.221.9944
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SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD TRANSIT PARKWAY –
URBAN DESIGN
Los Angeles, California

Gruen Associates served as the urban designer and landscape
architect on a multidisciplinary team that studied alternatives to
improve traffic flow, including bus, pedestrian access, and the
aesthetic character of “big” and “little” Santa Monica Boulevard,
a major thoroughfare in West Los Angeles. Gruen Associates’
urban designers worked closely with other consultants, the
neighboring communities, Metro, and City of Los Angeles staff in
developing design alternatives to transform this neglected area
into the premier “classic” grand boulevard in the city. Urban
design proposals include creating a center and site medians,
widening sidewalk areas on Little Santa Monica for bus stations,
the use of large specimen trees as a unifying element along the
length of the street, flowering trees and shrubs for seasonal color,
median landscaping using low maintenance ground covers,
special sidewalk paving and intersection treatments, architectural
and landscape treatment of the retaining walls, and the
incorporation of the roadway’s heritage as a portion of historic
Route 66 through decorative signs and sidewalk insets. Gruen
Associates worked closely with Metro’s selected artist and
participated in the numerous community meetings to build
consensus for the project. Gruen Associates prepared the urban
design and landscaping portion for the Preliminary Engineering
phase and portions of the Environmental Impact Report. The
project was completed in 2007 by the City of Los Angeles.
Key Personnel Involved: Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager for urban design and streetscape.
Date of Project: 1996 – 2000
Client:
Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority, Ms. Lynne Goldsmith - (213) 922-3068.
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BEVE
ERLY HILLS TR
RIANGLE UR
RBAN DESIGN
N/STREETSCA
APE
IMPR
ROVEMENT PROGRAM & SANTA MO
ONICA FIVE
PARK
KING STRUC
CTURES
Beveerly Hills, Caliifornia
This urban design
n and streetsscape improvement projecct for
ntown Beverly Hills includess three compo
onents: 1) shorts
down
term enhancementts including diirectories and signage, planters,
b
pedestrian-scale lig
ghting, tree grates,
floweer boxes and baskets,
streett furniture and special paving; 2) longer-tterm improvem
ments
includ
ding redesign
n of streets to
t increase pedestrian
p
spaces,
pedesstrian connecction across Wilshire Bou
ulevard, municipal
parking structures with restaurrant courtyard
ds, focal elem
ments
d gateway treeatments; and 3)
(fountains and scculpture), and
agement con
ncerns includ
ding coordin
nated promo
otion,
mana
mainttaining a bala
anced mix of uses and intro
oduction of an
nchor
uses, maintenance,, and special events.
e
The urrban design prroject
links with the City’ss public parkin
ng program in
ncluding the Gruen
G
Assocciates’ designeed Santa Mon
nica Five Parking Structures. The
project is designed to reinfo
orce the Cityy’s image ass an
national gardeen city, unify th
he shopping diistrict, and to direct
d
intern
pedesstrians throug
gh the Beve
erly Hills Tria
angle commeercial
shopp
ping area. As
A follow-ups to the Urban Design/Streetsscape
Impro
ovement Prog
gram, Gruen Associates provided
p
com
mplete
archittectural/landsccape
servicces
from
design
thrrough
consttruction admin
nistration for a portion of th
he area as weell as
for numerous arch
hitectural proje
ects on Wilsh
hire Boulevard
d and
S
desiigned
Rodeo Drive. The Santa Monica Five Parking Structure,
A Award.
by Gruen Associatees, won an AIA
P
Invo
olved: Elaine
e V. Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Prroject
Key Personnel
Mana
ager for streetsscape.
Date of Projects: 19
992-1993 & 1991,
1
respectively.
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BEVERLY HILLS GATEWAYS
Beverly Hills, California
Gruen Associates is currently in the construction document
stage of a gateway and streetscape improvement project for the
City of Beverly Hills.
Gruen Associates is the lead
designer/landscape architect as part of an overall Gateway
Concept Plan that encompasses 4 different sites which include
Santa Monica Blvd. and Doheny Dr., Olympic Blvd. and
Century Park East, Wilshire Blvd and San Vicente Blvd and the
current project at Wilshire Blvd. and Whittier Drive.
The
program consists of streetscape enhancements including
drought tolerant planting, widened parkways, lighting and
gateway signage that will mark significant entrances into the
city.
Key Personnel Involved: Steve Smith, ASLA, Project Manager,
Landscape Architect, Dean Howell, Landscape Designer
Date of Project: 2009 – 2010
Client: City of Beverly Hills, Steve Zoet – (310) 285-2533.
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LINC
COLN AVENU
UE STREETSC
CAPE PROJEC
CT
Cyprress, California
Prior to joining Gruen
G
Associattes, Mr. Smith
h provided deesign
and construction
c
m
management
services
s
for th
he Lincoln Aveenue
Streettscape Projectt in Cypress, California.
C
Plan
ns included deesign
and implementatio
i
on of new brid
dge towers, lig
ghting, street trees,
bump
p out planting
gs, brick sign walls and shade structuress for
pedesstrians. The prroject’s main goal
g
was to un
nify the streetsccape
and to
t enhance property
p
values along this major
m
commeercial
corrid
dor.
Key Personnel
P
Invo
olved: Steve Smith, ASLA, Project Desig
gner,
Project Manager.
2
Durattion: 2002 – 2003
Client: City of Cyp
press
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ARCA
ADIA STREETTSCAPE
Arcadia, California
As pa
art of the City of Arcadia’s revitalization off Huntington Drive
D
and First Street, Mr.
M Smith (prio
or to joining Gruen
G
Associates)
provided design and
services for new
a
project management
m
sidew
walks, planters, street lighting and street furniture.
Complimenting thee City’s residen
ntial characterr and the adja
acent
Santa
a Anita Race Track, this project
p
provides tree-lined and
pedesstrian amenitiees in Arcadia’ss commercial core.
c
Key Personnel
P
Invo
olved: Steve Smith, ASLA, Project Desig
gner,
Project Manager.
2
Durattion: 2002 – 2003
Client: City of Arca
adia
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
V
SPE
ECIFIC PLAN
N, ENVIRON
NMENTAL
IMPA
ACT REPORT AND STREET
TSCAPE PLAN
N
Los Angeles,
A
Caliifornia
This project updattes Gruen Asssociates’ land
dmark work of
o the early
0s. This produ
uced a Specificc Plan that effeectively resolveed conflicts
1970
amon
ngst commerciial property ow
wners and tena
ants, adjacentt residential
neigh
hborhoods, the University of
o California at
a Los Angelees, and the
City of Los Angelees over land use and deveelopment intensity. The
as employed the same com
mmitment to community
current revision ha
ot only new
particcipation as Grruen Associates’ earlier workk to address no
conceerns regarding
g land use an
nd intensity, bu
ut the entire spectrum of
issuess in Westwood
d Village in th
he mid-1980s. In addition to refining
the existing
e
plan’ss land use controls,
c
the revised plan addresses
culturral resource preservation,
p
building
b
height, and retail mixed
m
uses,
provission of valida
ate decentralizzed parking; vehicular
v
and pedestrian
circullation, streetsccape improvem
ments, and deesign/signage guidelines.
The plan
p
sets forth an implemen
ntation strategyy which includ
des parking
structture and streeetscape improvvement financcing and a ma
anagement
entityy to private coo
ordinated advertising, leasin
ng, events, transportation
dema
and managem
ment, and valid
dated parking. The project received
r
an
Amerrican Planning Association Planning
P
Implementation” aw
ward.
t the Westw
wood Villagee Specific Pla
an, Gruen
As a follow-up to
Assocciates’ landsca
ape architectss prepared a streetscape plan for the
45-accre Specific Plan area. The completed prroject encompa
asses street
trees,, pedestrian crossings, street lights, and other streetscape
comp
ponents. The project include
ed extensive coordination
c
w the City
with
of Lo
os Angeles’ multiple
m
departments as well
w
as publicc outreach.
Westw
wood Village is unique in that it is onee of the few pedestrianoriented locations in the Los Ang
geles area, an
nd the streetsca
ape plan is
ge more attrractive by crreating an
designed to makke the Villag
onment that sttrengthens thiss pedestrian orientation.
o
C
Construction
enviro
documents were prepared fo
or Phase On
ne of this $4
$ million
ovement prog
gram. The improvementss were financced by an
impro
assesssment district.. Construction
n of the streettscape was co
ompleted in
1998
8.
Key Personnel Invvolved: Elaiine V. Carbrrey, AIA, AIC
CP, Project
ager
Mana
Date of Project: 19
986 -1998
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UNIV
VERSITY AVE
ENUE STRATEGIC PLAN,, SPECIFIC PLAN
P
AND
D STREETSCA
APE PLAN
Riverrside, California

Grueen Associates prepared the University Aveenue Strategicc Plan
and Specific Plan
n which provvides land use
u
regulation
ns to
encourage a mix of
o land uses and investmen
nts on the Avvenue,
transfforming certtain objectio
onable uses to new uses.
Development stand
dards and guidelines are aiimed at developing
Univeersity Avenue as a one-of--a-kind street with an enha
anced
pedesstrian charactter, extensive landscaping, a new bikew
way, a
shuttle system, improvements at major intersections, and
revita
alized uses. The University Village
V
Centerr with a mix off uses
that is recommended in the plan
p
opened in 1997 and
d has
expan
nded twice. The specific plan area now includes retail,
restau
urants, a movvie theater sha
ared with the University, sttudent
and market-rate housing,
h
reusse of an exissting hotel as the
Univeersity Extension
n creating a tru
ue town and gown
g
experiencce. A
new and extensively landscaped
d streetscape designed
d
by Gruen
G
Assocciates is a major element fo
or improving the
t visual quality of
the University
U
Aven
nue and the pedestrian
p
envvironment. Exxisting
palms were mainta
ained and new
w palms and shade
s
trees planted
along
g both sides of
o University Avenue.
A
The use of citrus trees,
thin water
w
elements, trellis elem
ments, historicc pedestrian scaled
s
lights, and brickk accented paving emph
hasizes Riverrside’s
herita
age. Caltranss standards fo
or landscaping
g were follow
wed at
freew
way ramps and
d where of Un
niversity Avenu
ue passes undeer the
freew
way.
Key Personnel Invvolved: Elain
ne Carbrey, AIA,
A
AICP, Project
P
Mana
ager
Date of Project: 19
990 – 1995
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SAN BERNARDINO ASSOCIATED GOVERNMENTS,
SANBAG TRANSPORTATION LAND USE
INTEGRATION PROJECT
County of San Bernardino
Gruen Associates prepared the existing conditions, relevant
plans and policies, and issues, opportunities, and constraints
report. The project involved attending stakeholder interviews
including City staff, property owners, local Indian tribes, and
members of planning commission to obtain information and
understand some of the local issues. These issues were
further used by Gruen’s team in preparing alternative
concepts. These concepts were then presented at a Joint City
Planning Commission and Design Review Board meeting. A
revised land use and circulation concept was then prepared
based on the workshop comments. The team determined
land use and economic development potential on the
opportunity sites to improve ridership and assisted SANBAG
in obtaining City support for TODs. Seven sites in six cities
(Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga, Fontana, Rialto, Colton, and
Highland) have been selected as opportunity sites adjacent to
transportation facilities under consideration in the San
Bernardino County Long Range Transportation Plan. This
project received a 2009 Comprehensive Planning Award,
Large Jurisdiction, American Planning Association – Inland
Empire Section and a 2009 Compass Blueprint Excellence
Award in Mobility.
Key Personnel Involved: Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP,
Partner-in-Charge; Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager/Urban Planner; Meghna Khanna, Urban Planner.
Duration: 2007 – 2008
Reference: SANBAG, Ty Schuiling, Director of Planning &
Programming – (909) 884-8276 or Ryan Graham,
Transportation Planning Analyst – (909) 885-4407
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REDLLANDS PASSENGER RAIL STATION AR
REA PLANS
(TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELO
OPMENT)
C
Califo
ornia
San Bernardino County,
Grueen Associates prepared
p
a tra
ansit-oriented vision and sta
ation
area plans for stattions along th
he proposed 9.1-mile
9
Redla
ands
Passeenger Rail Corrridor. As part of this projectt, Gruen prepared
an exxisting conditio
ons memorand
dum for the co
orridor and for the
½-miile area aroun
nd 11 potentia
al stations. Working
W
with a task
force consisting of
o representa
atives from th
he cities of San
Berna
ardino, Loma
a Linda, and
d Redlands, Gruen prepared
evalu
uation criteria,, evaluated th
he potential stations,
s
narro
owed
the stations
s
to sevven and then prepared altternative land use
conceepts for each
h station. The overall tran
nsit village vission,
beneffits of transit villages, as well as alteernative land use
conceepts were shared with the th
hree communities in worksh
hops.
The team used exxamples of TODs
T
in otheer communitiees to
familiarize the stakkeholders and community with
w the benefiits of
TODss. Land usees and other existing cond
ditions varied per
statio
on results in co
oncepts that were
w
tailored fo
or each station
n. A
comp
prehensive drraft station area
a
plan was completed
d in
October 2006 for review by the
e task force an
nd the commu
unity.
The Gruen
G
team used
u
GIS to analyze
a
existin
ng conditions and
2030
0 travel dema
and model ru
uns were prep
pared to estim
mate
ridersship with the more intensivve transit-oriented developm
ment
aroun
nd the station.. The docume
ent will be useed to elicit sup
pport
from the various communities, preparing FTTA New Startts or
Small Starts submittals for fund
ding, and upd
dating each cities’
c
Geneeral Plan. Gruen
G
is currently working on
o the alternative
TOD Area Plans for three of the proposed
d San Bernarrdino
statio
ons and five Redland’s stations,
s
addrressing land use,
density, intensity, circulation/veh
c
hicular, bike, pedestrian) in
n the
½-miile radius arou
und stations. In addition, Gruen
G
is prepa
aring
TOD overlay standards for the
e two San Beernardino stations.
Grueen Associates won a 2007 Focused Issue Planning Aw
ward
from the American Planning Asssociation, Inlan
nd Empire Secction
and a 2007 Awaree of Merit for Focused
F
Issue Planning from
m the
Amerrican Planning Association, California
C
Cha
apter
Key Personnel Invvolved: Larryy Schlossberg
g, AIA, LEED AP,
Partner-in-Charge; Elaine Ca
arbrey, AIA,, AICP, Pro
oject
Mana
ager/Urban Planner; Meghn
na Khanna, Urrban Planner.
Durattion: 2007 – 2008
Referrence: SANBA
AG, Ty Schuiling, Director of
o Planning &
Progrramming – (90
09) 884-8276
6 or Ryan Grah
ham,
Transsportation Plan
nning Analyst – (909) 885-4
4407

Land Use and Pedestria
an Linkage Con
ncept

TOD at Mill St. Station

OD at Tippecanoe Ave. Station
TO
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SBX E STREET BUS RAPID TRANSIT (BRT) CORRIDOR –
ARCHITECTURE OF STATIONS, URBAN DESIGN AND
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE OF THE CORRIDOR AND E
STREET BUS RAPID TRANSIT CORRIDOR – PLANNING, URBAN
DESIGN & TRANSIT-ORIENTED DEVELOPMENT
San Bernardino and Loma Linda, California.
Gruen Associates served as the urban design and station area
planning subconsultant on a multidisciplinary team that conducted a
Major Investment Study evaluating the Corridor for enhanced transit
service including BRT and other modes of travel. The Locally
Preferred Alternative recommended service to California State
University San Bernardino at the north end and Loma Linda University
and Medical Center at the south end, as well as downtown San
Bernardino. Known as sbX, the new high-tech, user-friendly system
being planned will offer more frequent service, fewer stops, and
higher average speeds than traditional bus service. Investing in this
new transportation system will also encourage redevelopment. Gruen
developed conceptual level plans for transit-oriented, mixed-use
developments within one-half mile of various station locations.
As part of the integrated team, Gruen located stations and prepared
GIS analysis of demographics, concept design plans for transit and
linkage concepts, and land use and urban design evaluations of each
alternative as well as detailed design analysis of sbX stations and
surrounding TODs. In addition, Gruen prepared the land use and
urban design portions of the 5309 submittals to assist in federal
funding. This BRT project won an American Planning Association,
Inland Empire Section award in 2006. As a part of a multidisciplinary
team, Gruen advanced the level of design from conceptual
engineering through construction drawings.
This task includes
Preliminary Engineering and final level design for 16 stations
including site plans, station platforms, canopy, passenger amenities,
equipment, and landscaping for the entire corridor. Gruen also
completed final construction documents for landscaping of the 16mile corridor. The detailed conceptual design for the sbX stations
prepared in the first phase was refined using Omnitrans’, cities’ and
the community’s input. During the PE phase, each station program
and design was further developed using updated research on systems,
community expectations, new aerial maps, property boundaries,
street, and other base information as well as input from Omnitrans
and the PDT.
Key Personnel Involved: Elaine V. Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager; Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP, Partner-in-Charge,
Architecture; Steve Smith, ASLA, Sr. Landscape Architect; Dean
Howell, Designer; Meghna Khanna, Planner.
Duration: 3/2004 – 12/2010
Reference: Omnitrans, Rohan Kuruppu, Dir. of Planning –
909.379.7251; Milind Joshi – 909.378.5643.
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METRO ORANGE LINE CANOGA EXTENSION
Los Angeles, California
Gruen Associates is the land use planner, urban
designer, architect and landscape architect on the
consultant
team
which
developed
urban
design/landscape
concepts
for
the
Canoga
Transportation Corridor (now called the Metro Orange
Line Extension). This four-mile corridor would connect
transit service from the current terminus of the Metro
Orange Line (MOL) at the existing Canoga Station to
the Chatsworth Metrolink Station.
For the Draft
Environmental Impact Report, Gruen assessed the
consistency of the proposed project and alternatives
with applicable land use/development policies. Gruen
also assessed potential visual and aesthetic impact of
the project on the surrounding communities. This
analysis included the development of station concepts,
landscape and pedestrian and bicycle concepts, and
assessment of the environmental impacts of the project.
Gruen Associates, in coordination with the team’s
engineers, also explored whether alternatives could be
adjusted to create more space for urban enhancement
and a bikeway, evaluated trade-offs between the
various alternatives, engaged the team in the creation
of transit stations and a facility that brands the
transportation systems, reflects the unique character of
the Canoga Park/Chatsworth areas, and provides the
foundation for future development. Gruen participated
in community outreach meetings, and presented
proposed design enhancements. In addition, an urban
design report was prepared by Gruen. The Metro
Board selected Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) as a busway as
the preferred alternative.
For the Preliminary
Engineering phase, Gruen was responsible for the
aesthetics of the proposed bridge over Lassen Street,
and preparing station site plans, PE plans for
improvements for the architecture of the MOL stations
and landscape architectural design. For the North
Parking Lot and the Lassen Street/ Railroad
overcrossing, Gruen Associates prepared the
architectural and landscape portions of the Final
Construction documents and assisted Metro in the
Statement of Work for the Design-Build RFP.
Key Personnel Involved: Elaine V. Carbrey, AIA, AICP,
Gruen Project Manager; Steve Smith, ASLA, Landscape
Architect; Dean Howell, Designer; Craig Biggi, LEED
AP, Designer; Meghna Khanna, Urban Planner.
Duration: 2008 - 2011
Client: Metro, Walter Davis, Project Manager - (213)
922-3079; Hitesh Patel, Project Manager –
(213) 922-7212.
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EAST PASADENA SPECIFIC PLAN REVISION
Pasadena, California
Gruen Associates prepared a Specific Plan for three Study Areas of
East Pasadena. One Study Area is primarily industrial and the other
two Study Areas are adjacent to a planned Sierra Madre Villa transit
station and are mixed use. Development standards and design
guidelines were developed for the public and private realm, working
closely with a citizen advisory group and staff. Standards and
guidelines for the Gold Line terminus station and transit-oriented
development was a part of this Specific Plan. The Los Angeles to
Pasadena Gold Line’s Sierra Madre Villa station, its parking
structure, renovation of the historic structure, and a residential
development was completed following these guidelines.
Key Personnel Involved:
Elaine Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project
Manager; Ki Suh Park, FAIA, FAICP, Partner-in-Charge
Duration: 1995 - 1997
Client: City of Pasadena, Planning Department.

LINCOLN CORRIDOR MOBILITY & URBAN DESIGN STUDY
Los Angeles, California
This study proposes multiple transportation, transit and urban design
enhancements for consideration along the five-mile long Lincoln
Boulevard Corridor from the I-10 in Santa Monica through Venice
and Marina Del Rey to Manchester Avenue in Westchester near LAX.
This heavily traveled street is the major arterial paralleling the beach
in this area. Gruen Associates proposed urban design options, which
will improve pedestrian circulation, transit service, and the
streetscape and recommended guidelines for enhancing and
revitalizing development along the corridor. Gruen Associates, with
Iteris, developed alternative concept sections for multiple segments
of Lincoln Boulevard depicting how various modes of transportation
(automobile, bus transit, rail trains, pedestrian, and bikeway) could
be accommodated. As a part of this involvement Gruen developed
varying prototype pedestrian realms addressing the changing
character along the corridor. Gruen also developed massing
recommendations for various planned new developments along the
boulevard. The project involved active and intensive participation
from the wide variety of governmental agencies including the cities
of Los Angeles, Santa Monica, Culver City, the County of Los
Angeles, Caltrans, and the California Coastal Commission. The
project was well received by the Community. The City of Los
Angeles and the City of Santa Monica have implemented portions of
the project including Rapid Bus and a Design Overlay District.
Key Personnel Involved: Elaine V. Carbrey, AIA, AICP, Project Mgr.
Duration: 2002 – 5/2004
Clients: SCAG in conjunction with the City of Los Angeles, City of
Santa Monica, Culver City, and County of Los Angeles, Tom
Carranza, LADOT Project Manager – (213) 972-8476.
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GROSSMONT TROLLEY STATION TRANSITORIENTED DEVELOPMENT FEASIBILITY STUDY
City of La Mesa, California.
Gruen Associates, as the lead consultant, prepared a master
plan and design guidelines for the seven-acre site adjacent to
the existing Grossmont Trolley Line Station of the San Diego
Trolley Line. Gruen prepared four development scenarios,
including site plans, potential land uses and renderings.
Among the issues which Gruen addressed were: urban
design concepts to intensify transit-oriented development
adjacent to single-family neighborhoods; identifying uses
feasible under current economic conditions and considering
specific site constraints; expanding transit services to occur
with the future Mission Valley Extension; integrating new
development with station area through new bus court and
trolley court station area and transfer points; existing parking
agreement on site for 600 spaces in addition to new
development requirements; a wide storm drain easement that
cut diagonally through the site; and disabled access to the
nearby Grossmont Center on an adjacent bluff. As a followup to this study, a RFP was circulated to developers for this
transit-oriented development. A developer was selected for
the project and the project is now constructed. The project
received a 2001 American Planning Association Section
Award in San Diego.
Key Personnel Involved: Elaine V. Carbrey, AIA, AICP,
Project Manager; Larry Schlossberg, AIA, LEED AP, Project
Architect.
Duration: 10/1999 – 5/2000
Client: City of La Mesa, Community Redevelopment Agency,
Robin Keightley, Redevelopment Project Manager – (619)
667-1103.

Constructed project based on Development Standards & Guidelines.
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LARRY SCHLOSSBERG, AIA, LEED AP
Partner
EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science, Architecture
California State Polytechnic
University,
San Luis Obispo
Master in Architecture,
Washington University,
St. Louis
PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION/
AFFILIATION

Registered Architect
in California, South Dakota,
Texas, Missouri and North
Carolina
Member, the American
Institute of Architects
LEED Accredited Professional
Member, National Council of
Architectural Registration
Boards No. 68678
PROJECT
AWARDS
Jewish Federation Goldsmith Center
B 2001 Beautification Award
Commercial High Rise, Los
Angeles Business Council
B 2000 Engineering and Design
Award, Southern California
Chapter of American Concrete
Institute
The Center for Early Education
B 2003 Southern California
Development Forum
Community Enrichment Award
Foley Federal Building and United
States Courthouse
B AIA Committee on Architecture
for Justice, 2002-2003 Justice
Facilities Review
Hollywood Los Angeles
Beautification Team Headquarters
B 2006 Business Environmental
Award

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Mr. Schlossberg is responsible for directing the design activities of Gruen Associates, which
includes work in architecture, interior design, urban design and physical planning. He is active in
the American Institute of Architects and is a former Co-Chairman of the Los Angeles Chapter of
the AIA Design Committee. In 1987, he joined Gruen Associates as a project designer. He was
appointed to Associate and Vice President in 1991 and named a Partner in 1997.
Mr. Schlossberg’s work is broadly multidisciplinary. He has completed projects, which span the
range of environmental design from interior design to architecture to new community planning.
His practice is international with work in the United States and countries overseas. His design
work has focused on public and institutional projects, winning numerous honors and design
awards for both new construction and renovation. His role in the design process is to take full
active responsibility for the generation of a project’s concept and ultimate form from initial
planning and shaping to detailed execution. He is the Designer for a number of major
architectural and planning projects. His projects include:
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN PROJECTS
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

The John Thomas Dye School Expansion, Los Angeles
Paseo Plaza Mixed-Use Development, Hollywood, CA.
Morongo Band of Mission Indians Administrative Complex, Banning, CA
Oglala Sioux Justice Center, Pine Ridge, South Dakota
Jewish Federation Goldsmith Center, Los Angeles
Foley Federal Building and United States Courthouse Renovation, Las Vegas, NV
California Marketplace, Los Angeles
The Center for Early Education, West Hollywood, CA
Temple Israel of Hollywood Expansion, Los Angeles
Maimonides Academy, Los Angeles
Yeshiva University of Los Angeles (YULA) High School, Los Angeles
Hollywood Schoolhouse, Los Angeles
Asian Development Bank Headquarters, Manila, Philippines
Honold Library Expansion, The Claremont Colleges, Claremont, CA
Sky Team Alliance Lounge, Los Angeles International Airport, CA
Village Walk – Phases 2 and 3, Tarzana, CA
Lawndale Library, Los Angeles County Libraries, Lawndale, CA
La Quinta City Hall, La Quinta, CA
Santa Monica City Council Chamber Renovation, Santa Monica, CA
Asiana Plaza, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
East Los Angeles College Language Arts Center, Monterey Park, CA
Intercontinental Hotel, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
The Claremont Colleges and Graduate School Campus Forum and Master
Plan, Claremont, CA
Harvard-Westlake Middle School Classroom Building, Los Angeles
Orange County Law Library, Santa Ana, CA
LA Open Door Presbyterian Church, Los Angeles
Rivera Library Renovation Plan, University of California, Riverside
USC Annenberg School of Communications Renovation, Los Angeles
Norwood Elementary School, Los Angeles Unified School District
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LARRY SCHLOSSBERG, AIA, LEED AP (continued)
PROJECT
A W A R D S (cont’d)
Grossmont Trolley Station TransitOriented Development Feasibility
Study

B

2001 Planning Implementation
Small Jurisdiction Award, APA,
San Diego Chapter

Westwood Village Specific Plan and
Westwood
Village
Streetscape
Design Concept Plan

B
B

Implementation Award Los
Angeles Section of California
Chapter of APA
City of Los Angeles Cultural
Affairs Commission Design
Excellence Award

OCTA Bus Rapid Transit Station Plan

B

2003 Outstanding Planning,
Focused Issue Planning Award,
APA, Orange County Section.

B Little Tokyo Recreation Center, Los Angeles
B Monterey Park Center, Monterey Park, CA
B Korean Air Morning Calm Lounge, Terminal 1, John F. Kennedy

International Airport, New York City

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

KAL Resort Hotel, Cheju Island, Korea
Luxe Summit Hotel Bel Air, Los Angeles
Equitable City Center, Los Angeles
Brentwood Town Green, Los Angeles
Fremont Shopping Center, Fremont, CA
Taihan Textile Master Plan Development, Taegu, Korea
Century Plaza, Jakarta, Indonesia
Agro Plaza, Jakarta, Indonesia
620 Building Renovation, Newport Beach, CA
Civic Center, Rialto, CA
East Los Angeles Civic Center Urban Design and Renovation, CA
Koreatown Plaza Renovation, Los Angeles

PLANNING/TRANSIT-ORIENTED PROJECTS
B Key to Downtown Implementation Plan, Lake Elsinore, CA
B Strategic Campus Plan for Harvard-Westlake Upper School, Los Angeles
B sbX E Street Bus Rapid Transit Corridor – Architecture of Stations, Urban Design and Landscape
Architecture of the Corridor, San Bernardino and Loma Linda, CA.
B Canoga Metro Orange Line Extension Preliminary Engineering Transportation Corridor,
Los Angeles
B San Fernando Valley East-West Transit Corridor, Phase II, Station Design, Los Angeles
B Bus Rapid Transit Plan, Orange County Transit Authority, Orange, CA
B Urbana Master Plan, Bangalore, India
B Master Plan for New Los Angeles Community College, South Gate, CA
B Planning for Claremont College Consortium, Claremont, CA
B The Center for Early Education Master Plan, W. Hollywood, CA
B University of Judaism Master Plan, Ostrow Library, Bel Air, CA
B University of Southern California Projects, Los Angeles
B Universal City Metro Rail Station Siting and Parking Study, Universal City, CA
B South Coast Plaza Parking Structures, Costa Mesa, CA
B Wilshire/Vermont Transit Station Joint Development Feasibility Project, Los Angeles
B LAX Gateway Transit Station Joint Development Study, Los Angeles
B Chinatown Rail Transit Station Joint Development Study, Los Angeles
B Grossmont Trolley Station Transit-Oriented Development, La Mesa, CA
B Inchon New Port and Outer Islands Project, Inchon, South Korea
B Song-Do Resort Area Development, Inchon, South Korea
B Kelapa Gading Convention Center, Theme Park and Shopping Center,

B Jakarta, Indonesia
B
B
B
B

Bapindo Towers, Jakarta, Indonesia
Way Halim Town Center, Sumatra, Indonesia
Song-do New Town Master Plan, Inchon, South Korea
Suyoung Bay Area Development, Pusan, South Korea
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ELAINE V. CARBREY, AIA, AICP
Associate Partner
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION/
AFFILIATION

Ms. Carbrey joined Gruen Associates in 1969, was named Head of Planning in 1972, an
Associate in 1973, a Vice President in 1984, and an Associate Partner in 2002. Her present
responsibilities encompass administrative functions for the Planning Department, as well as
participation on a full range of urban and regional planning, land use, urban design, master
planning, transit, new communities planning, transportation, environmental assessment, and
architectural project activities. Ms. Carbrey has been project manager, principal planner, and
urban designer for various planning projects and complex developments, which have been
implemented and have included public and private improvements, and have encompassed a
balance of needs for a variety of interest groups. She is experienced in working for the public and
private sectors and has directed and/or participated in many educational, city and regional
planning, urban design, and architectural site planning studies. She has been deeply involved in
transportation alternatives and environmental studies and public involvement as a part of these
projects.

Registered Architect
in California

URBAN DESIGN, REVITALIZATION PLANS AND STREETSCAPE PROJECTS

Bachelor of Architecture,
Louisiana State University
(Phi Kappa Phi)
Received the AIA Medal
and Certificate, the Dean's
Award in the School of
Environmental Design,
and the M.N. Davidson
Scholarship

Member, American Institute
of Architects
Member, American Institute
of Certified Planners
Member, Lambda Alpha, an
Honorary Land Economics
Society
PROJECT
AWARDS
SANBAG Transportation –
Land Use Integration Project
- 2009 Compass Blueprint
Excellence Award in Mobility
from the Southern California
Association of Governments
B 2009 Comprehensive
Planning Award, Large
Jurisdiction, APA – Inland
Empire Section
Mid-City/Exposition Corridor
Light Rail Transit Project
- 2008 Merit Award, AIA
California Council
Redlands Passenger Rail Station
Area Plans
- 2007 State of California
Focused Issue Planning Award
- 2007 Focused Issue Planning
Award, Inland Empire Section
of the American Planning
Association
E Street Transit Corridor
Regionally Significant
Transportation Investment Study
- 2006 Advocacy Planning
Award, APA Inland Empire
Section

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Redlands Passenger Rail Station Area Plans, San Bernardino County, CA
Date Palm Drive Connector Plan, SCAG, Cathedral City, CA
Key to Downtown Implementation Plan, SCAG, Lake Elsinore, CA
Highway 99/Indio Boulevard Study, SCAG, Indio, CA
CRA/LA 2009 Metro Call for Projects Grant Application for Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard
Improvements, Los Angeles
CRA/LA 2010 Metro Call for Projects Grant Application for Hollywood/Western Streetscape
Improvements, Los Angeles
SANBAG Transportation Land Use Integration Project, San Bernardino County
sbX E Street Bus Rapid Transit – Architecture of Stations, Urban Design and Landscape
Architecture of the Corridor, San Bernardino County
West Los Angeles Multi-Modal Transfer Transit Site Survey, Los Angeles
Grossmont Trolley Station TOD Feasibility Study, La Mesa, CA
E Street Bus Rapid Transit Corridor, Urban Design, San Bernardino County
Long Beach Transit Station Amenities Project, Long Beach, CA
Pico Boulevard Streetscape Improvements, Los Angeles
Glendale Boulevard/Route 2 Freeway Terminus Improvement Project, L.A.
Mixed-Use and Pedestrian Linkage Project, Monterey Park, CA
Santa Monica Boulevard Transit Parkway - Phase II, Los Angeles
La Cienega Boulevard Corridor Improvement Project - SCAG, Los Angeles
East Pasadena Specific Plan Revision, Pasadena, CA
Section 14 Master Development Plan/Specific Plan, Palm Springs, CA
Westwood Village Specific Plan, Streetscape, and EIR, Los Angeles
Mixed-Use Strategic Implementation Plan, La Mesa, CA
Los Angeles Avenue Streetscape Improvement Project, Simi Valley, CA
Fair Oaks/Orange Grove Specific Plan, Pasadena, CA
Hollywood Boulevard BID Vision and Concept Plan, Hollywood, CA
University Avenue Strategic Development Plan and Specific Plan, Riverside, CA
University Extension Feasibility Study, Riverside, CA
Marina del Rey’s Waterfront Promenade Design Guidelines, L.A. County
Mixed-Use Concepts for Town/Gown Area of Riverwalk, Riverside, CA
Los Angeles Neighborhood Initiative: Community Revitalization Projects, NoHo and
Jefferson Park, Los Angeles
East Washington Boulevard Streetscape Plan, Pasadena, CA
University Avenue Streetscape Plan, Riverside, CA
Beverly Hills Triangle Urban Design/Streetscape Program, Beverly Hills
Lincoln Boulevard Mobility Urban Design Concepts, Los Angeles
Westside Parkway Urban Design, Bakersfield, CA
Transit-Oriented Development Concept Plan Alternatives for RCC, Riverside, CA
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ELAINE V. CARBREY, AIA, AICP (cont’d)
PROJECT
A W A R D S (cont’d)
Downtown Monterey Park
Mixed-Use And Pedestrian
Linkages Plan And Zoning
Ordinance
- 2006 Special Award of Merit,
APA, Los Angeles Section
La Mesa Mixed-Use Strategic
Implementation Award
B 2004 APA Outstanding
Planning Award –San Diego
Section
San Fernando Valley East-West
Transit Corridor
B 2007 Presidential Honoree
Transportation Award for the
Orange Line From the AIA
B 2006 California
Transportation Foundation
Tranny Award for Transit
Excellence
B 2003 Rail-Trail Design
Recognition Award, Rails-toTrails Conservancy and
ASLA
B 2000 APA Focused Issue
Planning Award, Los
Angeles Section
Grossmont Trolley Station
Transit-Oriented Development
Feasibility Planning Study
B 2001 Outstanding Planning
– San Diego Section
OCTA Bus Rapid Transit
Station Plan
B 2003 APA Planning Award,
Orange County Section
Westwood Village Specific Plan
and Streetscape Design
Concept Plan
B Planning Implementation
Large Jurisdiction Award Los
Angeles Section of
California Chapter of APA
B City of Los Angeles Cultural
Affairs Commission Design
Excellence Award
The Center for Early Education
- 2003 Southern California
Development Forum
Community Enrichment
Award

MASTER PLANNING/NEW COMMUNITY PROJECTS
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

Urbana Master Plan, Bangalore, India
Planning Consultation to The Claremont Colleges Consortium, Claremont, CA
Master Planning for New Los Angeles Community College, South Gate, CA
The Center for Early Education Master Plan, West Hollywood, CA
Planning for USC’s Real Estate Development Corporation, Los Angeles
La Sierra University Specific Plan, Riverside, CA
Loma Linda University and Medical Center Strategic Plan Update and Surplus Property
Development Concept, Loma Linda, CA
UCLA Traffic and Parking Study, Los Angeles
Palmdale Airport Master Plan, Los Angeles County, CA
The Central Phoenix Development Plan, Phoenix, AZ
Terra Vista Community Plan/Specific Plan, Rancho Cucamonga, CA
Admiralty Place Master Plan, Los Angeles
Arlanza/La Sierra Community Development Plan, Riverside, CA
John F. Long "Hometown", Phoenix, AZ
Sahara Lake City, India
Waterwood, TX
Manado Resort/Golf Course, Paso Village Resort & Siladen Island, Sulawesi, Indonesia
Kom-dan Concept Development Plan, Seoul, South Korea
Han Hwa Master Plan, Inchon, South Korea
Dong Yang Master Plan, Inchon, South Korea
Planning Consulting Services for Marina del Rey, CA

TRANSPORTATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROJECTS
B Metro Orange Line Extension Urban Design, Architecture, Landscape Architecture and
Environmental Impact Report, Los Angeles County
B I-710 Freeway Project EIR/EIS Urban Design Component, Los Angeles
B Rockefeller Business Park Project Environmental Impact Report, Torrance, CA
B Canoga Transportation Corridor, Los Angeles
B Mid City/Exposition Corridor Light Rail Transit Project, Los Angeles County
B West LA Multi-Modal Transit Transfer Site Survey, Los Angeles
B Orange Line Revised Final Environmental Impact Report, Los Angeles County
B Bus Rapid Transit Plan, Orange County Transit Authority, Orange, CA
B San Fernando Valley East-West Transit Corridor Urban Design concept and
MIS/DEIS/DEIR/FEIR (The Orange Line), Los Angeles County
B Long Beach Transit Bus Stop Design Project, Long Beach, CA
B North/South San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Regionally Significant Transportation
Investment Study, Los Angeles County
B Urban Rail Project for the Cities of Fullerton and Costa Mesa, CA
B Santa Monica Boulevard Transit Parkway EIR, Land Use & Visual Sections, L.A.
B Glendale Boulevard/Route 2 Terminus PSR Urban Design, Los Angeles
B Hollywood Park Retail/Entertainment Center and Distribution Center Plans and Environmental
Impact Report, Inglewood, CA
B Glendale Municipal Transportation Center Specific Plan, Glendale, CA
B Nicholson Lane Metro Station Planning, Maryland
B Central Expressway (I-235) Urban Design & Planning Elements, Oklahoma City
B Bay Area Rapid Transit System Impact Study, San Francisco area, CA
B Hollywood Park Stadium Environmental Impact Report, Inglewood, CA
B Watt Housing Environmental Impact Report, Inglewood, CA
B The Ruidoso Valley and Mescalero Apache Indian Reservation EIS (in conjunction with the 300mile U.S. 70 Corridor Study), New Mexico
B I-10 Route Alternatives, Draft and Final EIS, Phoenix, AZ
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MEGHNA KHANNA
Associate, Urban Planner

EDUCATION
Bachelor in Physical Planning,
School of Planning
and Architecture
New Delhi, India
Master of Urban Planning,
University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Michigan

PROFESSIONAL
AWARDS
Recipient of the AICP Student Project
Award - Contribution of Planning to
Contemporary Issues (2007)
Recipient of the Outstanding
Student Planning Project from
the Michigan Association of
Planning (2006-2007)
Recipient of
Department Fellowship.
University of Michigan
(2005-2006)
Academic Proficiency
Award and Scholarship
Award for Undergraduate
Program (2002-2003)
Academic Scholarship
Awards for Five Undergraduate
Subjects
PROJECT
AWARDS
SANBAG Transportation –
Land Use Integration Project
- 2009 Compass Blueprint
Excellence Award in Mobility
from the Southern California
Association of Governments
- 2009 Comprehensive Planning
Award, Large Jurisdiction, APA –
Inland Empire Section
Redlands Passenger Rail Station
Area Plans
- 2007 State of California Focused
Issue Planning Award
- 2007 Focused Issue Planning
Award, Inland Empire Section of
the American Planning
Association

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Ms. Khanna joined Gruen Associates in 2007 as an urban planner. Her field of concentration is
in transportation and land use planning with application of GIS with a strong background in
transportation planning, demand models and the significance of transportation policies. She has
conducted field surveys, literature searches and community data analysis, prepared
comprehensive plans, vision statements, transportation studies and land use analysis for varying
site scales. She has actively participated in charrettes that focused on tackling neighborhood
design and transportation modes, as well as prepared strategic plans, site assessments,
comparative analysis and social impact analysis. Her professional experience involves mixed-use
developments and master planning projects.
PROJECTS
As an urban planner at Gruen Associates, Ms. Khanna’s projects include:
Redlands Corridor Project, San Bernardino County, CA. Ms. Khanna is currently working on the
TOD overlay districts standards and guidelines for two San Bernardino stations. As a part of this
project, existing conditions analyses were prepared for the corridor and for the ½-mile area
around ten potential stations. Ms. Khanna used GIS to analyze existing and 2035 land use and
prepared text and graphics for the draft report. Ms. Khanna developed the station area plan for
Tippecanoe Station, including 3D drawings.
Marina Beach Master Plan, Los Angeles County. Recently, Gruen Associates was commissioned
by the Department of Beaches and Harbors to prepare a Master Plan for the Marina Beach. Ms.
Khanna further developed the conceptual designs by preparing the existing conditions, relevant
plans, policies and guidelines for this project. Marina Beach is within Marina Del Rey’s harbor,
which Gruen prepared the original plan for this small-craft harbor that covers approximately 804
acres. The firm has been retained on a consulting basis since 1959 and has completed a broad
range of tasks including the establishment of land uses, parcelization, and development and
design controls.
SCAG Compass Blueprint, Date Palm Drive Connector Plan, Cathedral City, CA. Ms. Khanna
recently completed the final report which includes existing conditions, relevant plans, issues,
opportunities, and constraints analysis, urban design concept for Date Palm Drive to
accommodate six travel lanes, wide multi-use path with street trees and pedestrian lighting and
enhanced landscaping. The final land use concept focused on five activity nodes which
represented focused areas in which to concentrate catalytic projects and prioritize public and
private investments, thus creating anchors able to induce and energize development between
each node for the Corridor which included analyzing 21 existing specific plans along with other
plans applicable to the Project area. The project also involved conducting stakeholder interviews;
preparing alternative development scenarios to be presented at a Community Workshop, and to
the City’s Planning Commission and City Council.
SCAG Compass Blueprint, Key to Downtown Implementation Plan, Lake Elsinore, Riverside
County, CA. Ms. Khanna assisted in the preparation of Design Standards for the public, private,
and mixed-use buildings as well as design for streetscapes, public spaces, and landscaping for a
portion of the Downtown area, in a format suitable for incorporation into the existing Downtown
Master Plan document. She also assisted the City’s planning staff in the adoption of the proposed
standards.
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MEGHNA KHANNA (Continued)

Canoga Metro Orange Line Extension EIR, Preliminary Engineering and Final Design, Los
Angeles County, CA. As part of a multi-disciplinary team and Gruen Associates’ urban planner,
Ms. Khanna worked on the Land Use and Development Section of the Environmental Impact
Report, the Urban Design Report, and developed site planning and urban design concepts for
five stations. As an Urban Planner, she also participated in team and public outreach meetings,
as well as prepared GIS maps, illustrative presentation boards, PowerPoint presentations for the
public meetings. This four-mile corridor would connect transit service from the current terminus
of the Metro Orange Line (MOL) at the existing Canoga Station to the Chatsworth Metrolink
Station. Concepts with analysis include a TSM alternative and two BRT alternatives.
SANBAG Transportation Land Use Integration Project, County of San Bernardino. Ms. Khanna
assisted the Gruen team in identifying potential development opportunity sites and transitoriented developments on underutilized land which are adjacent to existing, planned, and
potential transportation improvements. The team also determined land use and economic
development potential on the opportunity sites to improve ridership and assisted SANBAG in
obtaining City support for transit oriented development. Seven sites in six cities (Ontario, Rancho
Cucamonga, Fontana, Rialto, Colton, and Highland) were selected as opportunity sites adjacent
to transportation facilities under consideration in San Bernardino County Long Range
Transportation Plan.
sbX E Street Bus Rapid Transit Corridor – Architecture of Stations, Urban Design and Landscape
Architecture of the Corridor, San Bernardino and Loma Linda, CA. As a part of a
multidisciplinary team, Ms. Khanna, as a planner for Gruen Associates, advanced the level of
design from conceptual engineering to a completed engineering design package. This task
included PE and final level design for 16 stations including site plans, station platforms, canopy,
passenger amenities, equipment, and landscaping for the entire corridor. As an urban planner,
she wrote portions of the Alternative Analysis, Locally Preferred Plan, the Land Use &
Development and Visual & Aesthetics sections of the Environmental Assessment (EA/EIS), as well
as prepared station site plans for 16 stations during the PE and Final design phase of the project.
West Los Angeles Multi-Modal Transfer Site Survey, Los Angeles. Ms. Khanna assisted in the
preparation of concept plans and analysis of alternative sites for a multi-modal transfer site for
subway, high-speed rail, and buses in West Los Angeles and 3D illustrations of these sites.
Thomas Road Improvement Project, Westside Parkway, Bakersfield, CA. Ms. Khanna assisted in
the development of alternatives, aesthetic themes and landscape treatment proposals for the 76mile roadway project. Under this program, Gruen also prepared design concepts and design
guidelines for aesthetics and landscaping for the Westside Parkway, Mohawk Street and
intersections, and 7th Standard Road.
Loma Linda University Adventist Health Sciences Center Campus Master Plan Update, Loma
Linda, CA. Ms. Khanna is involved in revisions to the Phase II project, which includes the
preparation of a broad based master plan that updates the 1995 Loma Linda University Master
Plan.
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ANSHUMAN RAJE, LEED AP
Designer, Intermediate Staff

EDUCATION
Master of Architecture
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Bachelor of Architecture
Sushant School of Art &
Architecture
New Delhi, India

PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRATION/
AFFILIATION
LEED Accredited Professional

PROJECT
AWARDS
OCTA Bus Rapid Transit
Station Plan
B 2003 APA Planning Award,
Orange County Section
Olympic Police Station
− 2010 City of Los Angeles Green
Building Award, Los Angeles
Business Council
− 2009 Project of the Year Award
– Buildings Category, American
Public Works Association,
Southern California Chapter
− 2009 Merit Award, Los Angeles
Cultural Affairs Commission
− 2008 Civic Building Award,
Southern California
Development Forum
− 2008 Community Impact Award,
Los Angeles Business Council
B 2004 Excellence in Architectural
Design, City of Los Angeles
Cultural Affairs Department
B 2005-2006 AIA Justice Facilities
Review

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Mr. Raje joined Gruen Associates in 2000 as a Designer. He has worked on large- and smallscale projects in both the public and private sectors as a Designer. He has designed transit
stations, prepared construction documents, digital 3D modeling and renderings for many types
of projects. He has also managed the construction documentation phase for retail projects.
PROJECTS
sbX E Street Bus Rapid Transit Corridor – Architecture of Stations, Urban Design and Landscape
Architecture of the Corridor, San Bernardino and Loma Linda, CA. As a part of a multidisciplinary
team, Mr. Raje prepared station designs for Gruen Associates and has advanced the level of
design from conceptual engineering to a completed engineering design package. This task
includes PE and final level design for 16 stations including site plans, station platforms, canopy,
passenger amenities, equipment, and landscaping for the entire corridor. The detailed
conceptual design for the sbX stations prepared in the first phase was further refined using
Omnitrans’, cities’ and the community’s input obtained during the conceptual engineering and
the EA/EIR process. During the Preliminary and Final Engineering phases, each station program
and design was further developed using updated research on systems, community expectations,
new aerial maps, property boundaries, street, and other base information as well as input from
Omnitrans departments and the PDT.
Long Beach Transit Bus Stop Amenities II Project, Long Beach, CA. Mr. Raje was a part of the
team which prepared digital 3D modeling for this program of enhancements for twenty-eight
selected bus stops served by Long Beach Transit. Highlights of the project include the
development of a unique shelter and stop design for stops along the Metro Blue Line light rail,
and the incorporation of public art into several stations.
OCTA Bus Rapid Transit Station Design Plan, Orange County, CA. Mr. Raje worked with our
senior designers in preparing 3D modeling for two BRT demonstration corridors. Features of the
BRT line include limited stop operation, improved bus stops, changeable message signs, new
station canopies, a distinctive bus, and specific marketing and branding. This project received
the 2003 Outstanding Planning Award for Focused Issue Planning from the Orange Section of
the American Planning Association.
The Center for Early Education, W. Hollywood, California. Mr. Raje participated in the
construction documentation and administration phases of the project. Gruen prepared a master
plan for this 39,000 sq ft independent preschool and elementary school. The upper school was
completed March 2003.
United States Embassy, Berlin. Mr. Raje participated in the construction document phase and
coordination with key team members for the exterior skin development of this project. This
213,000 square foot project was the winning entry in an invited juried competition involving six
internationally renowned architectural teams. The building meets rigorous blast design and antiterrorist requirements. The project was completed in 2008.
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Olympic Police Station, Los Angeles, California. Mr. Raje is part of the design team for this new
Precinct Station. This completed project includes a 54,000 square-foot police station, a 10,000
square-foot vehicle maintenance facility (Motor Transport Division), a Communication Tower, a
250-space subterranean parking garage (approximately 87,500 square-foot) and approximately
80 spaces of on-grade parking.
Equitable City Center, Los Angeles. Mr. Raje prepared construction documents for this threestory, $22 million, 160,000 square-foot retail center.
Dior, Beverly Hills, California. Mr. Raje prepared construction documents for this 12,088 gross
sq-ft, two-story building with basement located on Rodeo Drive. The design and construction
were completed for this 6,000 sq-ft retail and showroom, which contains the famous designer
apparel and cosmetics by Christian Dior.
Robert E. Coyle United States Courthouse, Fresno, California. Mr. Raje prepared construction
documents for this $107 million project. Gruen Associates is the Executive Architect for this new
courthouse building. Designed by Moore Ruble Yudell, this 475,000 square foot building will
be the largest building in downtown Fresno. The project, which meets GSA’s heightened security
and blast design requirements, is slated for completion in summer 2005.
LA Open Door Presbyterian Church, Los Angeles, California. Mr. Raje prepared construction
documents, 3D renderings, as well as participating in construction administration for this new
facilities located near Downtown Los Angeles, which includes a main sanctuary seating
approximately 1,500, four hundred of which are in a balcony, a fellowship hall able to seat up
to six hundred in a banquet configuration, a nursery school for approximately fifty children, a
gymnasium and administrative facilities. Parking for approximately 330 cars is located in two
levels below the main sanctuary level. This urban church complex is composed around a
welcoming forecourt providing relief and transition from the church’s dense urban environment.
Louis Vuitton Stores, Beverly Hills, Las Vegas, Vancouver, Portland, and Century City. Mr. Raje
participated in the design and construction and site coordination for various Louis Vuitton Paris
stores which display leather products, fine jewelry, and designer apparel. Gruen Associates has
also completed over 30 additional Louis Vuitton stores throughout the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
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MATTHEW PARRENT
Urban Planner/Graphic Designer
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION
Currently attending UCLA in the
Masters of Urban Planning program
Bachelor of Arts, Art Studio
With Honors
University of California
at Santa Barbara
UCLA Extension
2 Courses in Production Design

AWARDS
Institute for Transportation Studies
Fellowship
Member of the Golden Key National
Honor Society

Mr. Parrent joined Gruen Associates in 2002 and is a key member of the Gruen Associates’
Urban Planning and Graphic Design Departments. Since returning to graduate school at UCLA,
he has taken on the role of junior urban planner. His duties include, but are not limited to,
background land-use research, photo surveys, and GIS analysis. He has extensive experience in
the graphic design and is involved in some aspect of every active Gruen project. He has
extensive people skills, working with every member of the Gruen staff. While at Gruen Associates,
he has organized 60 years of Gruen projects into a sizeable catalogue and searchable graphics
library. His duties also include, website maintenance, creating promotional/ proposal materials,
PowerPoint presentations, brochures, large project display boards, and other marketing materials
for our projects. His duel roles as planner and graphic designer compliment each other and have
made Mr. Parrent an invaluable asset to the Gruen team.
PROJECTS
I-710 Corridor Project Urban Design EIR/EIS Engineering/Environmental Component, Los
Angeles. Gruen Associates is the urban design lead team on a multidisciplinary team for the 18mile long corridor project extending from SR-60 in the north to Ocean Boulevard in Long Beach
in the south. The project will include ten general purpose lanes, a four-lane freight corridor, and
interchange improvements. Gruen Associates’ main task is to develop urban design and
landscape concepts to enhance the aesthetic quality of the Corridor and its adjacent
communities. Gruen will also assess opportunities for urban design enhancements for key
intersections, excess parcels, major arterials, and interchange median barriers located along the
Corridor which may be needed to create a walkable environment at freeway crossings. Emphasis
will be placed on concepts for enhancing vertical improvements that would be visible to motorists
driving along the freeway such as bridges, walls, trees, the elevated goods movement corridor,
lighting, walls, transmission towers as well as potential enhancements to arterials leading to
individual communities. Mr. Parrent assembled an inventory of existing conditions and
opportunity areas adjacent to the residential uses along the I-710 Corridor, and prepared
presentations to convey existing conditions and potential urban design concepts.
Compass Blueprint Highway 99/Indio Boulevard Study. Under SCAG’s Compass Blueprint
program, Gruen Associates developed a plan to revitalize and stimulate sustainable development
along Indio Boulevard from the Interstate 10 Freeway, Jefferson Street exit to Golf Center
Parkway in the City of Indio. The project area includes over 200 parcels located on both sides of
Indio Boulevard. A priority for this study is to explore appropriate infill land uses for the corridor
providing a transportation link to downtown Indio, links to the proposed transportation center,
and urban design solutions. Mr. Parrent worked on the land use and urban design components
of this study. He has assembled an inventory of existing conditions, identified major
opportunities, as well as constraints, and is currently working on developing land use alternatives
for improvements to the project area.
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MATTHEW PARRENT (Continued)
Menlo Avenue /Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard Vermont Exposition Station Pedestrian
Improvements, Los Angeles. This completed project encompasses the area approximately 1/2 mile along Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard from Figueroa Street to Vermont Avenue and on
1/2-mile along Menlo Avenue (Bill Robertson Lane) from Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd to Exposition
Boulevard, as well as a landscaped median along the same stretch of the boulevard. The project
involved improving and widening sidewalks, the replacement/refurbishment of existing crosswalks
and addition of new ones, landscaping, street furniture and security lighting on. Curb ramps,
crosswalks, tree wells and other elements will complement the project. Mr. Parrent was involved
in collecting background research for the project. Additionally, he assisted in preparing base
maps of the entire project area.
Other projects include:
 Canoga Transportation Corridor Project, County of Los Angeles
 Rancho Mirage Commons
 Mid City/Exposition Corridor Light Rail Transit Project, County of Los Angeles
 SCAG / SANBAG Land-Use Integration Plan, San Bernardino County, CA
 E-Street Bus Rapid Transit, San Bernardino County, CA
 Redlands Passenger Rail Station Area Plans, San Bernardino County, CA
 West LA Multi-Modal Transit Transfer Site Survey, Los Angeles
 Pico Boulevard Streetscape Improvements, Los Angeles
 Orange Line Revised Final Environmental Impact Report, L.A. County
 Bus Rapid Transit Plan, Orange County Transit Authority, Orange, CA
 San Fernando Valley East-West Transit Corridor MIS/EIS/EIR, L.A. County
 Thomas Roads Improvement Project, Bakersfield, CA
 Long Beach Transit Bus Stop Design Project, Long Beach, CA
 North/South San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor MIS, L.A. County
 Urban Rail Project for the Cities of Fullerton and Costa Mesa, CA
 Santa Monica Boulevard Transit Parkway EIR, Land Use & Visual Sections, L.A.
 Glendale Boulevard/Route 2 Terminus PSR Urban Design, Los Angeles
 Grossmont Trolley Station TOD Feasibility Study, La Mesa, CA
 E Street Transit Corridor, Urban Design, San Bernardino County, CA
 Long Beach Transit Station Amenities Project, Long Beach, CA
 Mixed-Use and Pedestrian Linkage Project, Monterey Park, CA
 Santa Monica Boulevard Transit Parkway Study - Phase II, L.A.
 Lincoln Boulevard Mobility Urban Design Concepts, L.A.
 Westside Parkway Urban Design, Bakersfield, CA
 Paseo Plaza Mixed-Use Development, Hollywood
 California Marketplace, Los Angeles
 Temple Israel of Hollywood Expansion, Los Angeles
 Korean Airlines Sky Team Alliance Lounge @ LAX, Los Angeles
 Morongo Band of Mission Indians Administrative Complex, Banning, CA
 Village Walk – Phase 2, Tarzana, CA
 Asiana Plaza, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
 Jewish Federation Goldsmith Center, L.A.
 East Los Angeles College Language Arts Center, Monterey Park, CA
 The Center for Early Education, West Hollywood, CA
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PROFILE OF SUBCONSULTANTS
Location the work will be done:
Iteris, Inc.
1700 Carnegie Avenue, Suite 100
Santa Ana, CA 92705
949-270-9400
949-270-9481 fax

Laguna Niguel Gateway Area Specific Plan
The Laguna Niguel Gateway Land Use Plan is a 60-acre mixed-use, residential-office-retail-entertainment-hotel development
integrated with a transit center, offering the City of Laguna Niguel the opportunity to redevelop a gateway to the City with a
transit-oriented development. As currently conceived the project will include a vibrant urban residential, entertainment and
shopping experience and also serve as a major gathering place for City residents. Transit terminals and park and ride will be
enhanced and expanded and bicycle and pedestrian facilities and connections will be provided. The site of the proposed project
is proximate to several transportation facilities: the Interstate 5, SR-73, the Metro link rail line and regional arterials. This location
provides unique opportunities for creating a successfully integrated multi-model transit-oriented development. However, because
many of the existing facilities are at or near capacity and circulation is constrained by existing development, topography and
infrastructure, the location also provides unique challenges. Iteris was retained as part of the Specific Plan development team to
provide traffic and circulation analysis, an update of traffic and travel demand data in and around the study area, an evaluation
of the potential impacts resulting from proposed land use revisions, and an evaluation of pedestrian and vehicular access to/from
and within the site. Iteris will also develop a list of recommended improvements along with functional access and parking designs
for facilities within the project area. This may include the need for improvements such as street widening, new street connections,
alternative access/circulation concepts, emergency access, transit evaluations and pedestrian connections including bridges and
overpasses. The project is expected to be completed in mid-2008.
Key Staff: Gary Hamrick, Robert Olson
Client Reference: Larry Longenecker, AICP; City of Laguna Niguel, 27781 La Paz Road, Laguna Niguel, CA 92677;
(949) 362-4321
Project Budget: $148,500
Project Duration: 2007-current

California High-Speed Rail Project EIR Traffic Study – LA to Anaheim Section

Iteris has worked since 2007 as part of the project team assessing the ground transportation impacts related to the proposed
development of a high-speed train that will traverse most of the state of California. The initial segment of the project will run
between downtown Los Angeles and the proposed Anaheim Regional Transportation Intermodal Center (ARTIC). Iteris has been
tasked with identify the ground transportation impacts related to the operation and construction of the proposed stations. In
addition, Iteris has worked with the Program Management Team (PMT) on the development of analysis guidelines and criteria,
modeling of ridership information, access needs and mitigation, and parking supply and demand strategies for each of four the
potential stations along the segment along with impacts related to grade crossing and street closures between the stations. The
work has required a significant amount of agency and design team interaction and coordination to develop the results and
recommendations that will be used in the project-level EIR document that is due to be released for review in 2011.
Key Staff: Robert Olson, Viggen Davidian, Janet Harvey, Luke Yang, Ali Banava
Client Reference: David Borger, P.E., Project Manager, STV Incorporated; 9130 Anaheim Place, Suite 210, Rancho Cucamonga,
CA 91730-8540; (909) 484-0660 (p), (909) 484-1360 (f) email: David.Borger@stvinc.com
Project Budget: $525,000
Project Duration: 2007-Present
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Upper State St Traffic Study
Iteris was retained by the City of Santa Barbara, California, to prepare a traffic and circulation study in the Upper State Street area
of Santa Barbara. The Upper State Street corridor is important to the City in that it contains numerous local businesses, is one of
the primary access corridors to and from downtown Santa Barbara, and contains several interchanges with Route 101. The results
of the access and circulation analysis of Upper State Street were used by City staff in the preparation of the Upper State Street
Study and Improvement Plan, as well as to provide input to the Santa Barbara 2030 growth visioning process. The study entailed
the analysis of an approximately two mile long section of State Street to evaluate existing and future operating conditions and
develop a set of recommended physical and operational enhancements to accommodate future development and improve
conditions for all modes in the area. Analyses conducted included intersection capacity, parking supply/demand, arterial
operations including site access and circulation, and accident reviews. Recommendations included geometric improvements for
intersections and street sections, concepts for site access consolidation including development of suggested site access guidelines,
parking supply and operations programs, and pedestrian, bicycle, and transit system enhancements.
Key Staff: Michael Meyer, Gary Hamrick, Robert Olson, Sean Daly, Candice Fukuzaki
Client Reference: Barbara Shelton, Project Planner; City of Santa Barbara, Community Development Department, 630 Garden
Street, P.O. Box 1990, Santa Barbara, CA, 93102; (805)-564-5470 (p), (805)-897-1904 (f)
Project Budget: $125,000
Project Duration: 2006-2007

Key People and Commitment Availability:
Robert Olson – Transportation Task Manager
Ali Banava – Senior Transportation Engineer
Luke Yang – Transportation Engineer

Available time commitment: 25%
Available time commitment: 35%
Available time commitment: 30%

Resumes of key personnel follows.
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Rob Olson
Senior Transportation Engineer

____________________________________________________________________
EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
EDUCATION
MS, Transportation
Engineering, University
of Wisconsin-Madison,
1990
Bachelor of Business
Administration,
Transportation
Economics, University
of Wisconsin-Madison,
1987
PROFESSIONAL
AFFILIATIONS
Member, Institute of
Transportation
Engineers
Institute of
Transportation
Engineers Bicycle and
Pedestrian Council

Mr. Olson has over 20 years of experience in transportation planning and traffic engineering. The range of projects he has
managed and participated in includes city-wide and area-wide transportation master plans, corridor planning studies, corridor
accessibility and streetscape plans, traffic impact analyses for numerous development projects, bicycle and pedestrian
master plans, neighborhood traffic management plans, parking plans for communities and private developments, and master
plans for major event centers and developments. Mr. Olson often works with multi-disciplinary teams on diverse projects that
require planning, utilization, and design analyses and the presentation of complex traffic and parking issues to agencies,
community groups, and the general public. He has worked closely with both public and private sector clients on projects in
urban areas that required plans incorporating design and operational solutions. Recent projects include traffic studies for
project and arewide EIR’s, on-call traffic and development study reviews, and parking distrct plans.

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Project Name and Location: Laguna Niguel Gateway Specific Plan Update EIR Traffic Study.
Project Role: Project manager and lead senior traffic engineer for the preparation of the EIR traffic study for the
update of the Gateway Area Specific Plan. The Gateway area is located adjacent to the I-5 corridor and is
challenged by topography, accessibility, and connectivity and has over the years been primarily an industrial and
retail area. The area is also the location of the Mission Viejo/Laguna Niguel train station. The Goal of the Specific
Plan update is to provide a new vision and framework for the redevelopment of the Gateway area as a mixed-use
and transit-friendly area with a combination of residential, retail, and office uses. The traffic study effort modeled
proposed land-use alternatives and identified capacity constraints, accessibility and circulation options, and
mitigation measures required to promote redevelopment in the area.
Project Name and Location: California High Speed Rail Los Angeles to Anaheim Segment EIR Traffic Study.
Project Role: Project manager and lead senior traffic engineer for the preparation of the EIR traffic study for the
LA to Anaheim segment of the planned California High Speed Train (HST) project. Iteris is preparing station area
access and parking planning analysis, developing mitigation measures to addres impacts, and conducting
operational analyses for affected intersections and roadways. In addition, Iteris helped develop the analysis
methodology and significance criteria that will be used for this analysis and the analyses for all of the other
proposed HST corridors in the state. This project is an on-going effort.
Project Name and Location: Upper State Street Traffic and Circulation Study, Santa Barbara, CA
Project Role: Project manager and senior engineer for the preparation of a corridor traffic planning study of the
Upper State Street area in the City of Santa Barbara. The study entailed the analysis of existing and future
operating conditions using ICU intersection analyses and Synchro corridor operations analysis and then
developing a set of recommended physical and operational enhancements to improve conditions and
accommodate future development and improve conditions for all modes in the area.
Project Name and Location: Sandman Inn EIR Traffic Study, Santa Barbara, CA
Project Role: Project manager for the preparation of an EIR traffic study for the proposed redevelopment of
existing Sandman Inn site in Santa Barabara. Located in the Upper State Street planning area the proposed
project included the redevelopment of the existing motel into office and condominium uses. The study included
typical traffic analyses based on City of Santa Barbara standards, but also the development of access and
circulation recommendations using the planning, access, and circulation guidelines developed as part of the
Upper State Street Traffic and Circulation Study.
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Project Name and Location: Valle Verde Project EIR Traffic Study, Santa Barbara, CA
Project Role: Project manager for the preparation of an EIR traffic and parking study for the proposed expansion of the Valle Verde
senior housing facility.
Project Name and Location: Westbound SR-91 Lane Addition Project PA/ED Traffic Operations Study, Fullerton/Anaheim, CA
Project Role: Project manager for the PA/ED traffic operations analysis study for the proposed addition of a fourth westbound general
purpose lane and auxiliary lane on SR-91 between SR-57 and I-5. The project entailed the development of traffic analyses to analyze
future operating conditions for a No Build and two Build scenarios. Traffic forecasts were developed using the OCTA’s OCTAM traffic
model. Highway mainline and ramp analyses were conducted using the HCM methodologies, while intersection and arterial operations
were evaluated using Synchro.
Project Name and Location: Gerald Desmond Bridge Replacement Project EIR Traffic Study, Long Beach, CA.
Project Role: Project Manager for the traffic study analyzing the impacts related to the replacement of the Gerald Desmond Bridge in
the Port of Long Beach. The study included developing traffic forecasts, analysis of the future conditions through the use of microsimulation modeling using CORSIM and Synchro, and development of construction and permanent mitigation measures for managing
future traffic.
Project Name and Location: Port of Long Beach Middle Harbor EIR Traffic Study, Long Beach CA.
Project Role: Project Manager for the traffic study analyzing the impacts related to the redevelopment of Terminals D, E, and F in the
Port of Long Beach. The study included developing traffic forecasts, analysis of the future conditions through the use of microsimulation modeling Synchro, and development of construction and permanent mitigation measures for managing future traffic.
Project Name and Location: County of Riverside On-Call Transportation Services, Riverside, CA
Project Role: Project manager and senior engineer for on-going traffic review work for the County of Riverside. Work includes review
of development traffic impact studies and traffic analysis for Project Reports and Project Study Reports for the County. This work is
closely coordinated with Iteris’ management of the Riverside County Integrated Projects model and the development of traffic forecasts
for Riverside County.
Project Name and Location: General Plan Circulation Element, City of Garden Grove, CA
Project Role: Project manager for the analysis and preparation of the Circulation Element of the City’s new General Plan.
Project Name and Location: General Plan Circulation Element, City of Simi Valley, CA
Project Role: Project manager for the analysis and preparation of the Circulation Element of the City’s new General Plan.
Project Name and Location: Ambassador Campus Traffic and Parking Planning, Pasadena, CA
Project Role: Participated as senior technical planner and engineer to provide traffic and parking planning and design assistance for
several Master Plan options for the Ambassador College campus in Pasadena. The site is located in an area where context sensitive
traffic and parking strategies needed to be developed.
Project Name and Location: North Bay Area Redevelopment Traffic Study, San Diego, CA.
Project Role: Project manager for a traffic study of the proposed redevelopment of the North Bay Area in the City of San Diego. The
study area contains several important travel corridors for the City including I-8, I-5 and Rosecrans Street. Plans were to develop new
mixed-use developments, high-tech industrial and research uses, and multi-family residential developments. The traffic study identified
travel trends in the area and identified alternatives that would accommodate demand and provide a more pedestrian and transit-friendly
environment.
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TERRY A. HAYES ASSOCIATES INC.
(TAHA)
8522 National Boulevard, Suite 102
Culver City, CA 90232
310.839.4200 fax 310.839.4201
www.webtaha.com taha@webtaha.com
TAHA has been providing public sector and private clients with
environmental impact assessment services for more than 27 years.
TAHA is a certified Minority-Owned Business Enterprise (MBE), a
Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE), and a Small Business
Enterprise (SBE). Our office is located in Culver City with immediate
regional access to the Santa Monica and San Diego Freeways and the
Los Angeles International Airport (located 15 minutes away).
CEQA & NEPA DOCUMENTATION
TAHA has prepared and managed every type of California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) and National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) document, including Initial Studies, Environmental Impact Reports, Environmental Assessments, and Environmental
Impact Statements. We have completed a wide range of assignments, primarily throughout California, as well as Hawaii,
Arizona, Maryland, Nevada, New Mexico, and Washington, D.C. TAHA specializes in community impact assessment and
community development planning. Our considerable experience allows us to offer specific services including land use analysis,
demographic, market, and socioeconomic profiles and analysis, building condition surveys, and site development concepts
applied to private development and public infrastructure projects. We take pride in conducting technically complete and
professional work that facilitates policy decisions by public bodies and business decisions by private clients, and encourages
increased community knowledge.
TECHNICAL SERVICES
Air Quality Impact Assessments and Monitoring Studies. TAHA uses the USEPA's Industrial Complex Short Term Dispersion Model
(ISCST) extensively and has included utilization of digital terrain data from the U.S. Geological Survey. In addition, TAHA
provides localized traffic-related air quality dispersion modeling, using CALINE4, as well as the USEPA's CAL3QHC model. TAHA
is fully knowledgeable in the operation of emissions factors models such as the California Air Resource Board’s (CARB) EMFAC
program and the USEPA’s Mobile Program. TAHA maintains up-to-date listings of all USEPA’s AP-42 emission factors and uses
SCREEN3. TAHA also collects field data from and maintains instrumentation used to assess particle distribution and impact on
communities. The data collection includes use and calibration of sensitive instruments, such as Sequential Filter Samplers,
DustTraks, Federal Reference Method instruments.
Air Quality Conformity Analyses. For transportation and transit projects, TAHA has prepared analyses related to conformity with
the provisions of the Clean Air Act.
Global Warming Analyses. TAHA has thorough knowledge of State and local greenhouse gas (GHG) regulations (e.g., State
Assembly Bill 32). TAHA calculates GHG emissions associated with construction and mobile source activity. In addition, TAHA
calculates GHG emissions related to natural gas consumption and electricity generation. Generally, the GHG emissions analysis
discusses whether a project will disproportionately increase vehicle miles traveled (VMTs) or energy consumption within a region.
Health Risk Assessments (HRA). Using the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA) and the California
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessments (OEHHA) guidelines, TAHA conducts HRAs to identify cancer risks due to
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increased levels of diesel emissions from stationary and mobile diesel sources, and construction and operational emissions.
TAHA has prepared HRA’s to meet the stringent Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) requirements.
Noise Impact Analysis. TAHA provides services related to mobile and stationary noise sources. TAHA uses the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) Traffic Noise Model (TNM), as well as other models, (i.e., Optima/Stamina and Caltrans’ Sound 32) to
estimate transportation-related noise impacts during a peak travel hour throughout the day and night. TAHA has applied these
models to a wide variety of transportation improvements, including roadways, transit lanes, freeways, parking lots and rural roads.
TAHA also predicts changes in ambient noise resulting from the use of construction equipment, mechanical equipment,
industrial/construction processes, or the use of amplified sound. TAHA’s work typically involves recommendations for noise
abatement. Included within this work is the conceptual design and location of noise walls, berms and other barriers as well as
insulation and glazing measures to reduce interior sound in residential and commercial buildings. TAHA also takes on special
noise assignments and has addressed unique noise sources, such as athletic activities, crowd noise, entertainment, and unusually
loud conversations in public places. TAHA provides services to local jurisdictions to address conditional use requirements
pertaining to noise.
Ambient Community Noise Field Measurements. TAHA utilizes certified and calibrated integrating sound level meters to provide
accurate field measurements, including noise equivalent and peak noise levels. Meters are capable of storing field measurements
and printing standard reports and histograms for measured events.
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). TAHA uses GIS for modeling/analyses of census data, land use impacts, flood plain
identification, employment density, spatial analysis, and geocoding.
Visual and Aesthetic Impacts. TAHA provides a full range of services to address aesthetic and visual impacts of both public works
and private development projects. TAHA has evaluated the visual effects of a wide range of development types, including,
highways, hillsides roads, bridges, multi-story housing or commercial projects, athletic fields, marquee signs, etc. Services
provided by TAHA include: Viewshed and Vista Analysis following US Forest Service and/or BLM type guidelines; lighting contour
analysis using simulation software to identify lighting spillover effects; shade and shadow analysis using three-dimensional
software to identify shadow lengths during key seasons throughout the year. In addition, TAHA prepares photographic simulation
and compositing services to insert proposed projects or improvements into existing photographs to give decision-makers and the
general public a preview of “before and after” characterizations of sites, streetscapes or areas affected by development or other
changes.
3-D Modeling/Animation. Using advances in 3-D modeling programs, TAHA can provide clients with moderate resolution 3-D
models of plan areas, illustrating building heights, development patterns, shadows, etc. These models can be presented at
various points in time (animated changes over the course of a day or over the life of a plan area).
Land Use Field Surveys. TAHA has an experienced staff capable of conducting land use, building conditions and/or blight surveys
and creating associated databases.
Land Use Digital Video Surveys. TAHA has pioneered the use of digital video for preparing land use surveys from vehiclemounted cameras. The audio and visual elements of a video survey lend themselves to creating a documented base of
information that can be saved to compact disc for archiving and used in edited form during community meetings.
Internet Document Hosting. For many public clients TAHA has posted environmental documents to our internet site
(www.webtaha.com). The ability to post documents and up-to-date information concerning projects quickly has proven
invaluable. The location of TAHA’s web site can be linked from a public agency’s own page or identified in any mailers or public
announcements regarding the proposed project.
Interactive On-Line Documents. In addition to hosting environmental documents, TAHA can also can enhance the accessibility of
the documents by adding navigational tools, as well as other multimedia tools, including video and text to speech audio files.
Spanish Language Translation. TAHA has the capability to produce simple to technically complex Spanish translations of notices,
flyers, handouts, graphics, PowerPoint presentations and executive summaries relating to environmental projects. TAHA uses
native speakers to translate the documents in conjunction with consultation of standard and technical Spanish language
dictionaries to ensure accuracy and relevance.
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Environmental Sensitivity Training. TAHA has developed short courses offering environmental sensitivity training and manuals to
assist field staff in understanding the importance of environmental resources and concerns.
Strategic Assistance. Navigating the planning arena can be confusing and as a result costly for many public and private clients.
TAHA provides many services that can help clients successfully certify environmental documents or adopt plans, programs and
projects such as peer review, concept development and sustainability analysis for plans, projects and programs. In addition, TAHA
has the tools and experienced staff members who can synthesize complex documents and present them to a board or community
group in a way that can be easily understood.
Availability of Key Staff
The TAHA proposed Key Staff for the Alessandro Corridor Improvements are as follows:
Team Member
Firm
Project Role

Availability

Terry A. Hayes

TAHA

Project Director

Up to 25%

Jessica Kirchner

TAHA

Project Manager

Up to 45%

Sam Silverman

TAHA

Senior Env. Scientist

Up to 30%

Key Staff
TERRY A. HAYES, AICP, Project Director
Terry Hayes is responsible for overseeing all projects. He is actively involved in the creation and review of technical analyses,
reports, and presentations, as well as coordination with clients and decision-makers and staff training. Mr. Hayes has nearly 36
years of experience in the urban and environmental planning field. He has worked on a wide variety of planning projects
throughout California, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Maryland, and Washington, D.C. He has also designed and participated
in a variety of interactive community outreach activities, including community workshops, study sessions, and neighborhood
planning, as well as more formal discussions with planning commissions and city councils. Mr. Hayes sat on the Southern
California Association of Governments Peer Review Panel for the U.S. EPA Clean Air Act Implementation Plan for the South Coast
Air Basin. Mr. Hayes holds a Bachelor of Arts from Harvard College and a Master of City Planning from the Harvard University
Graduate School of Design.
JESSICA KIRCHNER, AICP, Project Manager
Jessica Kirchner joined TAHA in 2008. Ms. Kirchner’s previous experience includes public sector environmental planning work
with the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) where she was the Project Manager for the 2008 RTP EIR. In
addition to policy work in the areas of regional open space planning and greenhouse gas analysis, she is experienced in
preparing CEQA/NEPA documents, including initial studies and environmental impact reports for residential, commercial, mixeduse, and school development projects, as well as large transportation projects and plans. Her primary responsibilities include
project management of CEQA/NEPA documents, marketing and proposal preparation, and technical editing. Ms. Kirchner also
has experience in making presentations at public meetings. Ms. Kirchner holds a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism from Rutgers
University and a Master of Planning from the University of Southern California.
SAM SILVERMAN, Senior Environmental Scientist
Sam Silverman joined TAHA in 2006 as a Senior Environmental Scientist. His specialties are greenhouse gas analysis and
preparing air quality and noise analyses for commercial, residential, and industrial development along with transportation
projects. Mr. Silverman's thorough knowledge of air quality analysis methodology includes comprehensive familiarity with the
regional and localized estimation methodology set forth by the South Coast Air Quality Management District, application of
various computer models (e.g., URBEMIS2007, EMFAC2007, AERMOD, Caline-4, and CAL3QHC), health risk assessments
(HRAs), construction and operation emission inventories. His knowledge of noise analysis methodology includes noise
monitoring, noise models (e.g., Sound2000), and mobile (Federal Highway Administration RD77108 noise calculation formulas)
and stationary source analyses. Mr. Silverman holds a Bachelor of Science in Environmental Studies from the University of
California, Santa Barbara, and a Master of Science in Environmental Health from the University of California, Los Angeles,
School of Public Health.
Full resumes follow.
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TERRY A. HAYES, AICP
PRINCIPAL
Education
Harvard University, Masters of City Planning, 1974
Harvard College, Bachelor of Arts, Government, 1971, cum laude
Mr. Hayes has over 36 years of experience in project management, agency coordination and public presentations. His project
experience includes the environmental evaluation of a wide range of public works/infrastructure improvements, transportation,
and land use projects. He has participated in the preparation of guideline and training programs for the U.S. Department of
Transportation (Federal Highway Institute), as well as the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. Mr. Hayes also
conducted a ten-session series with staff of the City of Los Angeles Neighborhood Planning Division regarding CEQA. These
sessions involved the use of evaluation criteria and applicable technical methods to identify the magnitude of environmental
impacts.
Much of his experience includes the preparation of environmental documents in conformance with the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) and the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). He has worked in such cities as Los Angeles, California;
New York, New York; Newark, New Jersey; Baltimore, Maryland; Albuquerque, New Mexico; Tallahassee, Florida; Phoenix,
Arizona; and Washington, DC.
Prior to opening his own firm in 1984, Mr. Hayes held senior technical management positions at nationally recognized consulting
firms, including Alan Voorhees Associates (transportation planning), Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (architecture and planning),
Gruen Associates (urban and transportation planning), and The Planning Group (demographic and socioeconomic analysis).
Relevant Experience
Cathedral of Our Lady of the Angels EIR. For the Los Angeles Roman Catholic Archdiocese, Mr. Hayes directed the preparation
of the Environmental Impact Report for the 160,000-square-foot cathedral complex in Downtown Los Angeles. The new facility
contains a sanctuary, rectory and parish center. The key issues raised by the project were loss of parking, traffic, archaeological
and noise. Specifically, Mr. Hayes prepared the detailed Noise Analysis for a set of 36 bells to be suspended 150 feet above the
new cathedral, and estimated the noise impact of the bells on adjacent sensitive land uses such as the Angeles Plaza Elderly
housing project.
Riverside County Redevelopment Plan EIRs. For Riverside County, Mr. Hayes participated in preparing Environmental Impact
Reports for proposed redevelopment plans in a variety of communities in the late 1980's, including Hemet, Perris, Temecula, and
Murrieta. A major focus of the documents was the impacts on the loss of agricultural land and socioeconomic-related
displacement effects.
West Hollywood Eastside Mixed-use Overlay Zone (MUOZ) Program EIR. Mr. Hayes oversaw the preparation of a program
Environmental Impact Report for the City of West Hollywood’s Mixed-use Overlay Zone (MUOZ) for the eastern portion of the
City, which encompasses the area bounded by the north and south city limits, Hayworth Avenue (one block west of Fairfax
Avenue) and La Brea Avenue on the east. This MUOZ permitted development of residential uses along Santa Monica Boulevard
and other areas in primarily commercial corridors on the east side of the City. Mr. Hayes oversaw the project.
City of Los Angeles General Plan Framework Assessment. For the Department of City Planning, Mr. Hayes prepared the overall
socioeconomic land use database that is used to establish existing conditions for the environmental document. The land use
database established baseline development levels for a 460-square-mile area including housing, office space, retail space and
industrial space. In addition, Mr. Hayes prepared the Air Quality and Noise Impact Analysis on each of the 35 community plan
areas of the City of Los Angeles General Plan.
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Azusa General Plan EIR. Under the direction of Mr. Hayes, TAHA assisted the City of Azusa in developing renewed general plan
goals, objectives, policies, and programs and concurrently prepared an Environmental Impact Report for the General Plan
Update. Mr. Hayes oversaw the daily management of the project, including coordination with City staff, subconsultants, and
other consulting firms on the project team. TAHA was responsible for reviewing prior environmental documents prepared for the
City and adjacent cities, obtaining the latest releases of year 2000 Census data for the City, reviewing USGS maps and current
and historical aerial photos, compiling other environmental data for input into GIS, performing air quality and noise research,
modeling, and analysis, writing sections of the Environmental Impact Report, preparing public notices, and attending public
hearings and community workshops.
Desert Village Mixed Use Project Noise Study. The proposed project consists of a zone change from CT (tourist commercial) to R1 (single-family residential), R-3 (multi-family residential), and CG (general commercial). The scale of the development consists
of 95 single-family residential homes, two multi-family apartment sites, and three general commercial parcels on a 55.6-acre site
in the City of El Centro. Mr. Hayes directed the Air Quality and Noise Analysis, as well as the preparation of the Noise Technical
Report.
Home Depot National Training Center EIR. Under the direction of Mr. Hayes, TAHA prepared an Environmental Impact Report
for the Home Depot National Training Center Project located on the campus of California State University, Dominguez Hills. The
proposed project included a 20,000-seat soccer stadium, an 8,000-seat tennis stadium, a velodrome, a track and field complex,
upgrades to existing campus facilities including the gym, and various practice courts and fields. The project site is the largest
athletic training complex on the West Coast and serves as home to Major League Soccer’s L.A. Galaxy, as well as several
national sports federations. Issues of concern revolved around the proximity of residential neighborhoods to the campus. TAHA
focused technical analysis on light and glare impacts from stadium lighting, noise and air quality impacts during large sporting
and entertainment events, and traffic effects. Special emphasis was given to mitigating potential impacts through site design,
which included placing the stadium below-grade to minimize noise.
Majestic Spectrum Specific Plan EIR. Mr. Hayes evaluated the Majestic Spectrum Specific Plan Area, which is located east of State
Route 71 for the City of Chino. The project had been partially developed for light industrial uses and encompassed a three
million square-foot commercial and industrial park. The environmental review included the consideration of warehouse
development and a major shopping center. Issues of concern were noise impacts on adjacent residential, loss of wetlands,
agricultural lands, traffic and truck impacts.
Monrovia Nursery Specific Plan EIR. The Monrovia Specific Plan proposed to develop 489 acres of a current nursery operation in
the City of Azusa. The development of the project will include up to 1,575 residential units, 50,000 square feet of commercial
use, parks and open space, and a school. The detailed land plan contains distinct planning areas encompassing a pedestrianoriented walking district, a light rail transit center that consists of a station and up to 50,000 square feet of transit-related
development and residential uses, detached residences anchored by a series of neighborhood parks, and housing anchored by a
community recreation facility. A kindergarten through 8th grade school, joint-use park, and utility and infrastructure
improvements of the proposed project , including a new fire station, are also proposed. Working under an aggressively paced
schedule, Mr. Hayes supervised all facets of the Environmental Impact Report process.
Westwood Village Specific Plan EIR. Mr. Hayes prepared the environmental documentation for the second revision to the
Westwood Village Specific Plan. For this major regional center, the Environmental Impact Report focused on overall development
intensity, building heights, pedestrian impacts and traffic.
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JESSICA KIRCHNER, AICP
SENIOR PLANNER
Education
University of Southern California, Master of Planning, 2004
Rutgers University, Bachelor of Arts, Journalism, 1998
Jessica Kirchner joined TAHA in 2008. Ms. Kirchner's previous experience includes public sector environmental planning work
with the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG). In addition to policy work in the areas of regional open space
planning and greenhouse gas analysis, she is experienced in preparing CEQA/NEPA documents, including initial studies and
environmental impact reports for residential, commercial, mixed-use, and school development projects, as well as large
transportation projects and plans. Her primary responsibilities include project management of CEQA/NEPA documents,
marketing and proposal preparation, and technical editing. Ms. Kirchner also has experience in making presentations at public
meetings. Ms. Kirchner holds a Bachelor of Arts in Journalism from Rutgers University and a Master of Planning from the
University of Southern California.
Relevant Experience
West Hollywood Eastside Mixed Used Overlay Zone EIR. TAHA prepared an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the City of
West Hollywood’s Eastside Mixed-use Overlay Zone (MUOZ) for the east side portion of the City, which encompasses the area
bounded by the north and south city limits, Hayworth Avenue (one block west of Fairfax Avenue) and La Brea Avenue on the east.
The Eastside MUOZ permitted height bonuses, floor area ratio (FAR) bonuses, and the development of residential uses along
Santa Monica Boulevard and other areas in primarily commercial corridors of the City. Ms. Kirchner was responsible for
technical editing and project management.
Compton Brickyard IDO. TAHA prepared an Interim Development Ordinance (IDO) for the proposed Compton Brickyard Specific
Plan site. The intent of the IDO was to put a temporary moratorium on the approval of development permits for the project site
while the City finalized the Specific Plan. This would ensure that new development that would occur in the interim would not be
incompatible with the City’s goals for the Specific Plan. Ms. Kirchner coordinated with the City on the project and prepared the
IDO.
Downtown Redlands Specific Plan Program EIR. TAHA is currently preparing a Program Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the
revision of the existing Downtown Redlands Specific Plan. The purpose of the Specific Plan is to provide a comprehensive set of
standards for land-use, development design, and public improvements. In addition to the revisions to the Downtown Specific
Plan, the proposed project involves amendments to the Redlands General Plan. The revisions to the Downtown Redlands Specific
Plan include expansion of its boundaries, modification of its goals, and establishment of a development program that will provide
a pedestrian-friendly, amenity-rich mixed-use environment. The project also proposes to extend the Specific Plan Area boundaries
to generally include the area south of Redlands Boulevard. Ms. Kirchner is the project manager and is overseeing preparation of
the EIR. Ms Kirchner is also responsible for preparation of the population housing and employment, alternatives and growth
inducing impacts sections of the EIR.
Regional Comprehensive Plan. Ms. Kirchner participated in the project lead team in the preparation of the Regional
Comprehensive Plan (RCP), a compendium of policies and best practices from across the Southern California region designed to
coordinate planning activities. The RCP was prepared for the Southern California Association of Governments and required
extensive input from regional stakeholder including policymakers, technical experts and interested citizens. Ms. Kirchner also
prepared the open space and habitat chapter of the RCP and conducted extensive public meetings as part of the planning
process.
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Regional Transportation Plan Program EIR. Ms. Kirchner served as the project manager for the preparation of a Program
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) prepared for the 2008 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP). The RTP is the long-range
transportation plan for six counties in Southern California that determines funding and priority for transportation projects in the
region and helps to achieve a coordinated rational transportation system. The 2008 RTP includes a policy element that is shaped
by goals, policies and performance indicators, an action element that identifies specific projects, programs and implementation,
and a description of regional growth trends that identifies future needs for travel and goods movement. The Program EIR for the
2008 RTP acts as an informational document to inform decision-makers and the public of the potential environmental
consequences of approving the proposed RTP. Ms. Kirchner prepared the Notice of Preparation, and the project description, land
use, visual resources, open space, population and housing and alternatives sections of the EIR in addition to her project
management duties. TAHA prepared the regional greenhouse gas analysis included in the RTP Program EIR.
Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan Update EIR. TAHA is preparing an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for update to the
Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan. The Community Plan is one of 35 Community Plans, which comprise the Land Use
Element of the General Plan. The Land Use Element is one of the seven State-mandated elements of the General Plan that also
include noise, transportation, and conservation among others. The Community Plan is intended to promote an arrangement of
land uses, streets, and services in the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan Area (CPA) to encourage economic vitality, social
and physical well-being, and general health, safety, welfare and convenience for the people who live and work in the CPA. In the
EIR, environmental impacts associated with projected growth for the CPA will be analyzed. Ms. Kirchner is the project manager
and is also responsible for the energy impact analysis.
Village Trailer Park IS/EIR. TAHA is currently preparing an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for a mixed-use development in the
City of Santa Monica. The project includes the closure of the existing Village Trailer Park and construction of an approximately
350,000 square-foot mixed-use development that would be split 35/65 between commercial and residential uses respectively.
The non-residential commercial space would include creative/office space and 11,000 square feet of neighborhood serving
retail. The residential uses would be comprised of 144 apartment units, 109 of these units would be subject to Santa Monica’s
rent control ordinance, with 52 of those set aside for low-income residents. The remaining 37 units would be market-rate
apartments. Ms. Kirchner is the project manager and is preparing the Initial Study, Project Description, Aesthetics and Alternatives
Analysis.
Westside Extension Transit Corridor EIR/EIS.
TAHA is preparing an Alternative Analysis and Environmental Impact
Statement/Environmental Impact Report (EIS/EIR) for Metro's Westside Extension Transit Corridor in the West Los Angeles area.
The Westside Extension would extend the Metro Purple Line from its current western terminus at Western Avenue/Wilshire
Boulevard to Westwood with possible extension to Santa Monica. Additionally, a secondary route is proposed from the Metro
Red Line Hollywood Boulevard/Highland Avenue station through the City of West Hollywood. Alternatives including an
underground subway and transit stations will be evaluated. TAHA is preparing five standalone Technical Reports for the project:
Land Use, Energy, Real Estate Acquisitions, Environmental Justice and Community and Neighborhood Impacts in addition to
supporting GIS based maps for community meetings and report preparation. Ms. Kirchner is responsible for evaluation of the
community impacts associated with the project and proposed alternatives, as well as overall project management and client
coordination.
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SAM SILVERMAN
SENIOR ASSOCIATE/SENIOR ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIST
Education
University of California, Los Angeles, School of Public Health, Master of Science, Environmental Health, 2001
University of California, Santa Barbara, Bachelor of Science, Environmental Studies, 1999
Sam Silverman joined TAHA in 2006 as a Senior Environmental Scientist and is now a Senior Associate. His specialties are
preparing air quality and noise analyses for commercial, residential, institutional, industrial development, and transportation
projects. Mr. Silverman’s thorough knowledge of air quality analysis methodology includes comprehensive familiarity with the
regional and localized estimation methodology set forth by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD),
application of various computer models (e.g., URBEMIS2007, EMFAC2007, AERMOD, CALINE4, and CAL3QHC), health risk
assessments (HRAs), and construction and operation emission inventories. His knowledge of noise analysis methodology includes
noise monitoring, mobile source analyses (Federal Highway Administration Traffic Noise Model) and stationary source analyses.
Mr. Silverman’s air quality and noise reports follow a general format. Mr. Silverman typically assesses regional construction
emissions using California Air Resources Board’s (CARB) URBEMIS2007 emissions inventory model. Localized construction
concentrations are estimated using similar methodology as regional emissions and analyzed using SCAQMD localized
significance threshold guidance. Regional operational emissions are calculated using average daily traffic and CARB’s
URBEMIS2007 or EMFAC2007 models. Localized carbon monoxide concentrations are calculated using EMFAC2007 and either
the CAL3QHC or CALINE4 dispersion models. Mr. Silverman also analyzes toxic air contaminants, odors, project consistency
with air quality management plans, and cumulative emissions. In addition, Mr. Silverman estimates greenhouse gas emissions
from mobile and stationary sources. The typical noise analysis includes ambient noise monitoring, quantification of construction
noise levels at nearby sensitive receptors, mobile source noise calculations, and quantification of operational noise sources (e.g.,
recreational activity, mechanical equipment, and parking lots).
Relevant Experience
Bunker Hill Access Study. Mr. Silverman analyzed the Bunker Hill area of the City of Los Angeles to determine if there was
adequate transportation capacity to accommodate an increase in the floor-area ratio (FAR) from 5:1 to 6:1. Mr. Silverman
estimated the transportation capacity of Bunker Hill in 1970 when the Bunker Hill Redevelopment Plan was issued. Mr. Silverman
calculated the current transportation capacity of Bunker Hill from various transportation services (e.g., buses and trains). The
increase in Bunker Hill capacity from 1970 to 2006 was analyzed to determine if the existing Bunker Hill Capacity could
accommodate a 6:1 FAR.
East-West Studios Appeal Noise Memorandum. Mr. Silverman prepared a noise memorandum disputing the findings of a
Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) completed for a proposed commercial development located adjacent to a sound studio.
The sound studio was sensitive to increased daytime noise levels. Mr. Silverman found that the MND did not adequately address
construction noise and vibration. The noise analysis quantified construction noise at the sound studio and proposed mitigation
measures to reduce noise levels.
Echo Park Lake Rehabilitation Project Air Quality and Noise Impact Report. Mr. Silverman managed the preparation of an Air
Quality and Noise Impact Report for the rehabilitation of Echo Park Lake. The State of California identified the Lake as an
impaired water body. As a result, the City of Los Angeles proposed to implement in-lake improvements; vegetation, habitat and
park improvements; and parkland structural best management practices at the Lake. Construction activities would include
draining the Lake to remove the sediment accumulated within the Lake. The removed sediment would require drying, handling
and hauling from the project site. The air quality analysis focused on fugitive dust emissions and the noise analysis focused on
construction activity.
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El Cajon Public Safety Center Project Air Quality and Noise Impact Report. Mr. Silverman managed the preparation of an Air
Quality and Noise Impact Report for the construction of a three-story public safety center with a parking structure. Sensitive air
quality and noise receptors near the project site included residential, educational, and religious land uses. The air quality analysis
focused on regional construction emissions and potential global warming impacts. The noise analysis discussed siren activity, an
indoor shooting range, and a pedestrian plaza.
Jordan Downs Redevelopment Project Greenhouse Gas Analysis. TAHA prepared a specialized greenhouse gas (GHG) analysis
for the Jordan Downs Redevelopment Project. Currently, Jordan Downs provides 700 housing units for approximately 2,300
residents on 49.4 acres of land. The redevelopment of Jordan Downs will include a one-for-one replacement of the existing
housing units and an expansion to accommodate an additional 1,400 housing units. The analysis utilized trip information
obtained from the Southern California Association of Governments Transportation Demand Model. The trip generation
component of the Travel Demand Model relies heavily on socioeconomic variables, such as residential population, households,
household income, workers, and employment by type to estimate trip generation, distribution, mode choice, and trip assignment.
This information was used to estimate mobile source GHG emissions associated with retained residents with low incomes and
new residents moving into market-rate housing. The analysis was dependent on socioecomonic data and associated vehicle trip
patterns (e.g., low income residents and public transportation compared to middle income residents with long work commutes).
Mr. Silverman managed the technical analysis and prepared the discussion.
Lomita Boulevard Office/Light Industrial Development Project Air Quality and Noise Impact Report. Mr. Silverman completed an
Air Quality and Noise Impact Report associated with the construction of approximately 203,000 square feet of medical, office,
and light industrial land uses in the City of Torrance. Sensitive receptors near the project site included an adjacent church. The
air quality analysis focused on localized pollutant concentrations at the church generated by construction activity. The noise
analysis focused on construction and operational noise levels at the adjacent church.
Movietown Specific Plan Project Air Quality and Noise Impact Report. Mr. Silverman managed the preparation of an air quality
and noise analysis for the construction of approximately 371 residential units and approximately 32,300 square feet of
retail/commercial uses located in the City of West Hollywood. The air quality analysis focused on greenhouse gas emissions and
compliance with local and regional regulations. The noise analysis focused on construction noise and vibration levels at adjacent
movie and photography studios. Mitigation was proposed to reduce noise and vibration levels.
Santa Monica Recycling and Drop Off Facility Project IS/MND. TAHA prepared an Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
for the renovation and modernization of the existing City of Santa Monica and Southern California Disposal (SCD) Recycling and
Solid Waste Transfer Stations. Upon completion, the project would serve as an integrated transfer, recycling and disposal facility,
whereby SCD provides transfer services in an expanded transfer station and operates a self haul area on City land and Allan
Company provides recycling services. Mr. Silverman managed the preparation of an air quality and noise analyses. The air
quality analysis focused on truck emissions and the noise analysis focused on equipment noise associated with sorting materials.
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) 2008 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Global Warming Analysis.
Mr. Silverman completed the global warming analysis for SCAG’s 2008 RTP. The analysis included calculation of greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions associated with construction activity, mobile sources, electricity generation, and natural gas consumption.
GHG emissions were compared to the State emissions inventory compiled by the California Air Resources Board.
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LINE ITEM BUDGET (COST PROPOSAL)

Cost including ODCs
GRUEN ASSOCIATES
April 2011 to June 2011
July 2011 to December 2011
Subtotal
ITERIS
April 2011 to June 2011
July 2011 to December 2011
Subtotal
TAHA
July 2011 to December 2011
Subtotal
GRAND TOTAL

$31,335
$134,996
$166,330
$4,221
$16,248
$20,470
$5,000
$5,000
$191,800
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REQUIRED FORMS
Per the RFP, the required forms follow.
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